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Abstract

This report describes a study on improving the technology monetization through spinouts at Shell Global

Solutions. The empirical analysis, based on a structure derived from combining scholarly literature insights,

showed that there are five main areas for improving the current technology monetization through spinouts.

The areas for improvement are the selection, transfer-, set-up, governance, and management dimension of

spinouts. Based on the analysis of the current situation in total nine solution directions - each consisting of

one or more detailed solutions - are created, which are based on an extensive literature review, a cross-case

analysis of four recent spinout-cases and insights shared by experienced Shell Global Solutions managers

that work with spinouts. This report also serves as a starting point in the more fundamental discussion

regarding the opportunity for a more strategic use of spinouts in the technology monetization strategy of

Shell Global Solutions.
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Executive Summary

Introduction
This report describes a study at Shell Global Solutions (Shell GS) on improving the monetization of

technology through spinouts. At Shell GS, spinouts have been created in the past, and will be created in the

future. This study on improving the technology monetization by Shell GS spinouts was initiated for two

reasons. Firstly, on the long-term, to let future spinouts of Shell GS reap the benefits of the gathered

learnings from previous issues encountered at Shell GS spinouts. Secondly, on the short-term, to let current

spinouts of Shell GS learn from each other's solutions and mitigation strategies for the encountered issues,

next to new learnings from insights created by combining scholarly literature and an empirical analysis on

the main issues of Shell GS spinouts. After conducting interviews to verify the existence of issues at Shell

GS spinouts, the empirical problem at the start of this study is defined as:

"Spinouts at Shell GS often have untapped potential, as problems occur with the coordination of R&D
output to spinouts. the set-up of the spinout and governance structure and the management of spinouts. "

In order to create an analysis and design solutions for the empirical problem, the following research

assignment is created:

"Validate over the lifetime of spinouts in which areas Shell GS can improve their activity of
commercializing technology through spinouts, and for these areas to design solutions for improved
technology monetization through spinouts"

This approach led to a problem-driven, design-focused study. Hence, the above stated empirical problem

and research assignment are central to this study. The objective of this study is not only to understand and

describe the empirical problem, but also to design a solution for it. Aiming for these objectives, the

research plan - adapted from the regulative cycle - consists of four phases:

1. Problem definition phase: The first orientation to the problem. It consists of an environmental

scan, a literature scan and discussions on spinouts with Shell GS and academic experts.

2. Analysis and diagnosis phase: The analysis of the empirical problem consists of two parts; an

in-depth literature review and a cross-case analysis of four recent Shell GS spinouts. The

literature review and cross-case analysis combined leads to the diagnosis of the empirical

problem, which identifies areas for improvement and initial directions for redesign.

3. Design and plan of action phase: The design of detailed solutions by iterative steps, based on

all insights gathered. Analyses on the expected costs and foreseen resistance are also made.

4. Evaluation and reflection phase: The creation of a conclusion, final recommendations and

reflecting on the added value of this study for Shell GS and for the scientific community.

Theoretical Framework
The literature review on spinouts led to in-depth knowledge of four focus areas of scholarly literature on

spinouts: Firstly, an overview of the advantages and disadvantages to use spinouts for the parent

organization and the spinout itself is created, in order to understand the reasons for monetizing technology

through spinouts. Secondly, scholarly literature on the phase between R&D output and a spinout is grouped,

which discusses the coordination of R&D output and decision criteria for selecting technology for spinouts.

Thirdly, scholarly literature on the set-up phase of spinouts is grouped, which discusses set-up dimensions

of spinouts, including the governance structure and VC involvement. Fourthly, scholarly literature on the

actual management phase of spinouts is grouped, which discusses the management of the spinout venture

over time, including managing the stakeholder relationships.
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In the context of this study, a spinout is defined as:

"A divestiture of assets (which can include stn/ctures, products, patents or personnel) into a newly created
entity that is open to separate extemalfinancing"

The literature review of the first focus area led to four analyses of advantages and disadvantages of using

spinouts: the advantages (I) and disadvantages (2) for using spinouts for the parent organization, and the

advantages (3) and disadvantages (4) of a spinout for the spinout venture itself. As the decision to use

spinouts is made by Shell GS, especially the first analysis that gives an overview to all potential reasons for

Shell GS to commercialize technology through spinouts, is very valuable - and can be seen in Table 0.1.

Table 0.1: Advantages of setting-up spinouts for the parent organization

Advantage Source

I. Spinouts are used for efficient governance
Burgelman et al. (2004), Ito (1995),
McElroy (2003)

2. Spinouts are used to pursue disruptive technologies
Burgelman et al. (2004), Christensen
(1997), Drucker (1974), Gompers (2002)

3. Spinouts are used to speed up the internal innovation-cycle Chesbrough (2003a, 2003b)

4. Spinouts are used to create strategic coherence
Burgelman et al. (2004), Chesbrough
(2003a, 2003b), Ito (1995), McElroy (2003)

5. Spinouts are used as they explore potential future markets
Chesbrough (2003a), Dahlstrand (1997),
McElroy (2003)

6. Spinouts are used to create synergies with productsl services
Chesbrough (2003a, 2003b), Iansiti &
Levien (2004)

7. Spinouts are used as final option to monetize technology
Chesbrough (2003a, 2003b), Ledbetter &
Zipkin (2002), McElroy (2003)

8. Spinouts are used to stimulate an entrepreneurial culture
Block & Macmillan (1993), Ito (1995),
Chesbrough (2003a, 2003b)

9. Spinouts are used as it is a valuable experience for managers Ito (1995), McElroy (2003)

10. Spinouts are used to recruitment and retain researchers Chesbrough (2003a), McElroy (2003)

The literature review of the second focus area, which discusses the phase between R&D output and a

spinout, showed that spinouts can be stimulated mainly by allowing top-management to act as sponsors to

monetize R&D output externally, which can be complemented in a more formal way by a eve unit who

can actively scout for potential R&D output in the internal R&D organization that qualifies for a spinout.

However in practice the real thriving force behind the creation of past spinout ventures often were

entrepreneurial-minded individuals. Furthermore, the literature review showed that it is recommended to

structurally select the most appropriate internal projects for spinouts by using strategic, portfolio and

venture decision-criteria. Also, the literature review underlined the importance of using flexible business

plans as the technology and market uncertainty for spinouts is high.

The literature review of the third focus area, which discusses the set-up phase of spinouts, introduced the

Bell-Mason model that consists of four dimensions (product, market, people and finance) and 12 areas that

need to be set-up for spinouts. Furthermore, during this phase also the governance structure of spinouts

needs to be created, which requires formal and informal elements, and needs to be constantly managed

during the spinout lifetime. In general, eve units can play an important role for successful governance of

spinouts as they fulfil the need for an investment partner that balances financial and strategic objectives.
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hard to surrmanze 10 more delail as soIuOOn directk:>n cons&Sl$ d mooy dImensIOnS

Figure 0.2: Diagnosis, initial solution direction and actors

Solution Design
The solution design is where all previous steps come together to generate detailed solutions. The focus

areas of the theoretical framework, the cross-case analysis of four Shell GS spinouts and the diagnosis of

the cuo-ent situation of Shell GS spinouts contributed to the creation of nine overarching themes, which are

named solution directions (IA - 3B), in order to create 18 detailed solutions.

The cost of implementing the nine recommendations in general is quite low, as deliberately the cuo-ent

situation is taken as starting point from which 18 improvements are proposed, which jointly still lead to a

step change impact for the spinout activity of Shell GS. Getting acquainted in working with the

improvements also requires resources from the actors for the improvement (either Shell GS, the spinout, or

both), however the implementation costs will be low, as the people involved in the spin-out activity of Shell

GS have already received significant training and education in relevant disciplines.

To get an indication of the feasibility of the 18 improvements, also the foreseen resistance to change of

five possible sources of resistance are analysed, which are: lack of understanding, differences in opinion,

low willingness to change, conflict of interest and lack of trust. In order to successfully implement the

solutions, all identified sources of resistance at the stakeholders need to be coped with. Best way to cope

with a lack of understanding, differences in opinion and low willingness to change is to use technical

interventions, such as further explaining this report. The best way to cope with a lack of trust is to use

cultural interventions, such as fine-tuning the improvements with the involved stakeholders. Conflicts of

interest require political interventions that can be best exercised by people in formal power, such as the

Shell GS executive team or the spinout board.

In conclusion, improving the selection (lA-I B) and transfer (I C-l D) dimensions that are part of the first

research question is certainly possible, given the expected impact, costs and resistance for these solutions.

All solutions, except using growth stimulating prices and royalty structures are low in cost and relatively

little resistance is foreseen. Improving the set-up (2A-2B), governance (2C-2D) and management (3A-3B)

dimensions that are topic of the second and third research questions is harder, yet possible given the

expected impact. cost and resistance for these improvements. This is because some of the solutions,
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especially achieving Shell GS customership and sponsorship require increased investments by Shell GS,

and also relatively more interventions on the sources resistance need to be exercised, in particular to

overcome a lack of understanding and differences in opinion. The detailed solutions that are derived from

the nine overarching solution directions are depicted in Figure 0.3. The analysis of the foreseen sources of

resistance for the 18 detailed solutions can be seen subsequently in Table 0.3.

ISolution Direction IDetailed Solution & Actor

Improve learning:
Make use of n,,>Uble
business plans

....-.

Creale mo'" alignmenl
Ihrough conUnuous
renegotiation

Improve borroWing:
Borrow cred,b1l1ty by
Shell GS custome'sh'p

Use the knowledge or
external parties to
govem the spinoul

Improve borrowing:
Borrow Informal
nelworkS from Sh"n GS

Creale cu&tomership by
communication and
knowledge exchange

Create sponsorship by
~ communication and

setting incentives

Avoid creating strict
_ mandalory policies fo'

lhe spinoul

Use a b'oad pool of
_ Inillal candidates for

selecting the CEO

_.

101111" only a ~miled

-+- group or governance
partners to the spinout

Invile She.'s CVC unll
----.. In lhe nominating

procedure

$.,.,.. •

Use decision criteria on
-. strategic, portfolio and

venlUf9 level

Use growlh stimulating
-.. Iransfer prices and

royatty structure

Exclude links that ere
-. nol of crucial

importance

-

1A (RQI

Profesolonalize
nomlneUng procedure
fA poI811tiai spinouls

18 (ROI

Formalize the
selec110n process fA
palenlial spinouls

1C (RO I

ImplOl/e speed of
transferring Intemal
projects 10 spinouls

10 (RO I

Ensure realistic
outcomes du,lng lhe
spln-oot "egoliations

28 (R02

Ensure selecting the
most approprlale
spinoulCEO

2C (R02

5electthe right mix of
value-adding
govemance partners

20 (R02

Ensure sufficient
autonomy in lhe
govemance structure

2A+3B r:l
Evolve the exploralory
mindS81lo a
convnercial focus

3A I~'Q'
Improve relationship
wid' Shell GS as a
CU5tomer & champion

Figure 0.3: Overview ofsolution direction and detailed solutions

Table 0.3: Foreseen resistance to change (0 =some resistance, _ =much resistance)

Source of resistance IAI IBI ICI IC2 101 102 281 282 2CI 2C2 2CJ 201 2AI 2A2 2AJ 2A4 31\1 JA2
(JSI) (181) (383) (38.1)

Lack of under.;l.anding - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - 0 0 0 - - 0 0 -Differences in opinion 0 - - - - 0 - - - 0 0 0

Low willingness to change 0 0 0 0 0

Conflicts of interest 0 0 - 0 - 0 - 0

Lack of lrust - - - 0 0
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Research & Development
"A set of tasks to resolve technological or scientific uncertainty

about technology, with the goal to create new and improved
(R&D)

products, processes and services. "

"A theory stating that organizational success depends on the

Resource Dependency Theory resources that organizations are able to accesses through its

relationships with other parties. "

Return on Investment "A ratio that relates the money gained (or lost) on an invesment to

(ROI) the amount of money invested. "

Spinout
"A divestiture of assets into a newly created entity that is open to

separate external financing."

"An aspect of an organization, individual or situation that is

Success Factor identified as vital for reaching or maintaining the targets strived

for."

Technology "An application of science for industrial or commercial objectives. "

"A conversion of technology into money by applying technology in

Technology Monetization products, processes and services for which the market is willing to

pay. "

Uncertainty "An absence of information. "

"A set of unique and distinguishing attributes of a product or service

Unique Selling Proposition that support creating value in the markets targeted by the product or

service. "

Venture Capital
"A funding made available by an organization for investment in

innovative organizations or research, in which both the risk of loss
(VC)

and the potential for profit are considerable."
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1 Introduction
'-----

This chapter will discuss the motivation for this study, introduce the main phases of the study and give an

introduction to spinouts. Thereafter an introduction to Royal Dutch Shell will be given. Next, the empirical

problem is sketched and validated, based on which the adjacent section will discuss the research

assignment and questions. To provide a break down of the research questions into activities, the next

section will introduce the research methodology, including a conceptual model. The final section of this

chapter will present the report outline of this MSc-thesis.

1.1 Project Background
This section will introduce the project motivation for a project on improving the activity of Shell Global

Solutions of brining spinouts to the market, and explain the business problem solving methodology that

will be used in this MSc-thesis to reach the research objectives.

1.1.1 Project motivation
Shell Global Solutions (Shell GS) has an interconnected network of R&D subsidiaries that are set-up to

provide support and generate innovations for all Shell businesses. At these R&D subsidiaries new

technologies and processes are invented. These new technologies or processes can become innovations if

they are brought to the market. The most used route to the market for new technologies and processes is

internal use in Shell businesses. Next to this route, licensing or creating spinout companies are options to

monetize inventions. The latter route to the market by creating a spinout company is at current regularly

taken, and will in the future be taken again. As the activity of creating a spinout is difficult, and at the same

time knowledge about successful1y pursuing this route is dispersed in the company, there is momentum

inside Shell GS to review the spinouts of the past in order to design a more structured activity of

monetizing inventions through spinouts for the future. When this improved spinOLlt activity design is

implemented this will lead to a future in which the current problems in spinouts are better coped with, and

as a result a better ROlon monetizing inventions through spinouts is achieved.

1.1.2 Business problem solving
In order to direct the activities in this MSc-thesis, this section will introduce an adequate process design

to assure a structured way of reaching the research objectives. This thesis will use the business problem

solving methodology as introduced by Van Aken et al. (2006), which is based on the regulative cycle of

Van Strien (1997). The regulative cycle of Van Aken et al. (2006) can be seen in Figure 1.1.

Figure l.l: The regulative cycle (Van Aken et aI., 2006)



The regulative cycle of Van Aken et al. (2006) starts with a group of problems and symptoms that serve

as the basis for the problem definition phase. In this phase the problem is being structured and scoped, in

such a way that it fits with the requirements of a MSc-thesis project. Also in this phase, a process design is

created that will serve as a road map towards the final deliverables of the MSc-thesis project. The adjacent

analysis and diagnosis phase will generate knowledge on the factors causing the earlier defined problem by

using quantitative and qualitative research methods. The problem is now validated and the thriving factors

are being identified, which leads to first directions for the analysis and diagnosis.

Next, the succeeding plan of action phase results in a defined solution for the problem, as well as a plan

on how to implement the named solution over time. Especially for this phase should be noted that the

emphasis is on team working, as the proposed solution and change plan will not only reflect the creativity

and analytical skills of the researcher, but will also depend largely on the context specific conditions,

including its actors, in which the solution will be applied.

Then, the intervention phase describes the time in which the structure and processes proposed earlier are

actually changed. This phase will be only partly reached, as due to time constraints this MSc-thesis project

will have a focus on the analysis and diagnosis and plan ofaction phases.

Finally, the evaluation and reflection phase will conclude the regulative cycle. During this phase

learnings for Shell GS will be drawn up. as well as reflection on the quality of the methodology and output

of this MSc-thesis project will take place. Preferably this phase takes place after the full regulative cycle,

but in the case of this MSc-thesis project, the evaluation and reflection phase will succeed the plan of

action phase, and thus will mainly incorporate learnings on the analysis and design activities, not the

intervention itself.

1.1.3 Spinouts
In order to foster understanding of the methodological choices, this chapter will define a spinout and

provide some background information on spinouts. Before starting must be noted that although some

scholars prefer to use the term "spin-off', within Shell GS the term "spinout" is preferred. This is mainly to

indicate that a spun-out internal project is not seen as an entity that is gone forever, but - on the contrary 

over time can again spin-in into a delivery group and also is still connected to Shell GS.

Going into the history of spinouts, Roberts (1968) and Cooper (1971) were the first scholars to study

spinouts. While Roberts (1968) examined spinouts from MIT laboratories and academic departments,

Cooper (1971) focused on corporate spinouts in the geographical area that later became Silicon Valley.

Since then, a number of studies on spinouts have been undertaken. However, until less than ten years

ago, multiple scholars were arguing that research on spinouts was in general non-cumulative (Autio, 2000)

and still in its infancy (Nicolaou & Birley, 2003). Recently, mainly because Chesbrough (2003a) embedded

the topic "open innovation" into corporate and academic agendas worldwide, research on spinouts has

accelerated and increasingly more accumulating findings on spinouts are being generated.

Although an academic-wide accepted definition and taxonomy of spinouts is still missing (Tubke,

Saavedra & Gonzalez, 2004), a definition on which general consensus is reached will be used in this MSc

thesis. This definition of a spinout is adapted from Ledbetter & Zipkin (2002) and is defined as:

"A divestiture of assets (which can include structures, products, patents or personnel) into a newly created

entity that is open to separate external financing"

The exact set of reasons why companies use spinouts to monetize R&D is slightly different in each

company but, as Chesbrough (2003a) describes. the main reason is always that spinouts can in some

situations offer a better site to maximize R&D monetization over internal use, or licensing, for the

technology. Chesbrough (2003a) argues that the corporate ability to set up successful spinouts is especially

in this time very critical, as many industries are in the transition between open and closed innovation. In his
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view it is paramount that in current times in which most industries are more and more moving towards

open innovation system, companies must use these trends to outperform their competitors - or they will be

outperformed. So spinouts can in cases add more value than other options in monetizing technology, which

is mainly for two reasons:

Firstly, Chesbrough (2003a) argues that using spinouts have great advantages over a technology still

developed inside a large organization as one of the many internal projects. On the one hand, as internal

research projects have to compete with other research projects for budget, often the large extend of

uncertainty will lead to relative low priority, thus budget, thus a slow development at best. On the other

hand, spinouts - partially funded by a venture capital (YC) unit - create flexible entities with an

entrepreneurial culture, far more ready to handle both the technical- and market uncertainty that surround

new technologies. As Chesbrough (2003, pg. 13) concludes: "the history of innovation is full of examples

in which the eventual best use of new product or technology was far different from the initial intended

purpose of the idea." So to let a new technology develop, and maybe by surprise become ready for previous

unforeseen markets, spinouts are a good option for monetization of technology.

Secondly, new technology invented in R&D subsidiaries often has, after some evaluation and market

research, not enough strategic importance for the organization that discovered the technology. In that case,

a company has three options: keep the technology on the shelf, license the technology in return for some

money or develop the technology in a spinout company. Creating a spinout company - again possibly

partial funded by a YC unit - can again be a good option for monetization of technology in this situation.

As argued by Chesbrough (2003a), spinning-out of technology for this reason is becoming a trend, as (I) in

the open innovation paradigm the availability of YC is far greater than before and (2) in a globalized world

ideas can no longer be inventoried on the shelf for a long period, because they will leak out to the broader

environment more quickly than before. Patents can help protect technology for some time, but eventually

companies will see variants of their ideas exploited by other firms (Burgelman et aI., 2003).

Finally, after this introduction to spinouts, this section concludes by showing how Shell GS at current

uses spinouts. In Figure 1.2, which is created in a recent strategic study at Shell GS, can be seen that

spinouts are at current used for the second argument named in this section: the monetization of non

strategic technology. This in contradiction with other Shell divisions, such as Shell Exploration and

Production (EP), in which a corporate venture capital (CYC) unit also successfully spins-out partly

strategic technology.
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1.4 Research design
This section will build on the previous section, by translating the empirical problem of the previous

section to an agreed research assignment for this MSc-thesis project. Firstly, this section will introduce the

research assignment that encompasses the entire set of problems with spinouts at Shell GS and gives

general guidelines on the exact analysable research directions. Subsequent, this section will subdivide the

research assignment into three research questions, based on the three-piece set of main issues of spinouts.

as discussed in the previous section.

1.4.1 Research assignment
With the aim of solving the empirical problem as described in the former section, the following research

assignment is agreed on, based on the validated empirical problem as introduced in section 1.3. The

research assignment also creates a link with to the regulative cycle (Van Aken et aI., 2006), as it includes

an analysis- and a design-oriented part:

"Validate over the lifetime of spinouts in which areas Shell GS can improve their actiVity of
commercializing technology through spinouts, and for these areas to design solutions for improved

technology monetization through spinouts. "

1.4.2 Research questions
The general research assignment above can be further subdivided into three research questions that

indicate the exact focus of this MSc-thesis project, based on the three-piece set of problem areas indicated

in section 1.3. The three research questions of this MSc-thesis project are:

1. "How is the R&D output of Shell GS coordinated to take into account monetizing of technology through
spinouts, and how can the current R&D output coordination be improved for an increased effectiveness of

technology monetization through spinouts?"

2. "What are effective set-up principles and governance structures for Shell GS spinouts, and how can
validated effective set-up principles and governance structures be incorporated into Shell GS for an

increased effectiveness of technology monetization through spinouts?"

3. "What are successful management principles for Shell GS spinouts, and how can validated effective
management principles be incorporated into Shell GS for an increased effectiveness of technology

monetization through spinouts?"

The three research questions each target an adjacent phase in the lifetime of a spinout. The first research

question targets the improvement of the transfer of R&D output to a spinout, which partly compares the

spinout path with the internal use and licensing path. The second research question targets the improvement

of the set-up principles and governance structure for a spinout. Finally, the third research question targets

the improvement of management principles during the actual functioning of a spinout. Although some

overlap in the three phases is possible, all questions target a subsequent phase of the spinout lifetime, and

can be plotted on the R&D value chain of Figure 104.

The paths in the R&D value chain create value by different mechanisms. The internal use of R&D output

creates value, as it increases the performance of Shell delivery groups. The licensing of R&D output creates

value, as external parties pay for using the R&D output. Using a spinout for the R&D output creates value

- on the condition that an equity stake is maintained - as external parties pay for the equity stake if a

spinout is dissolved, or when a spinout is integrated it increases the performance of Shell delivery groups.

In addition, some spinouts provide value for the parent organization before a possible integration or sale, as

spinouts can create synergies with the products and services of the parent organization (Chesbrough, 2003a;

Iansiti & Levien, 2004). The paths to generate value from internal R&D output are depicted in Figure I A.
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Figure 1.4: Research questions depicted in R&D value chain

1.5 Research methodology
This section will introduce a research methodology that is needed in order to answer the research

questions as described in the previous section. Firstly, the type of research is defined. Secondly, a

conceptual model of all activities towards a redesign of the spinout activity of Shell GS is introduced.

Thirdly, the method of case assessment that is used in this MSc-thesis is discussed in detail. Fourthly,

implications of the research methodology on the level of rigor and relevance of the research will be given.

Fifthly, the level of controllability, reliability and validity of this MSc-thesis - which are indicators of the

level of quality of research - will be discussed.

1.5.1 Research type
There are three types of academic research: exploratory, descriptive and causal research. These three

types of research each have different characteristics (Gerrish & Lacey, 2006). This MSc-thesis project

matches with the characteristics of exploratory research for two reasons. Firstly, little applicable academic

theory is available on the set-up and management of spinouts, which is a premise for doing descriptive or

causal research. Secondly, the goal of this research is not to test hypotheses adapted from literature or to

validate cause-and-effect variables by manipulating settings as strived for in descriptive or causal research.

Furthermore, there can be concluded that exploratory research typically aims to discover new facts about

a situation, activity or event, which are achieved through systematic collection of relevant data (Gerrish &

Lacey, 2006). This exactly matches with the main objectives of the analysis and diagnosis phase of this

MSc-thesis. This newly obtained information will then lead to insights about conditions that exist, practices

that prevail, belief and attitudes that are held, ongoing processes and developing trends of the organization

and market (Gerrish & Lacey, 2006).

Subsequently, this diagnosis of the current condition can then used to assess and justify current practice,

and in certain academic research make preliminary plans for improving the situation. This exactly matches

the main objective of the plan ofaction phase of this MSc-thesis.
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1.5.4 Rigor and relevance
This chapter previously concluded that creating a high level of rigor through academic use of case studies

is still possible when a case study assessment methodology is used correctly. This section will conclude the

discussion on rigor and relevance of academic research, by showing how all introduced research

methodology will ensure high levels of both criteria of good research.

On the one hand, using case studies in the analysis and diagnosis phase of this MSc-thesis correctly, and

according to above methodology, will positively influence the factors methodological rigor and empirical

evidence, as named in the criteria for rigor by Shrivastava (1987), who discusses both criteria. Furthermore,

as explained in the conceptual model section, the use of scholarly literature both in the analysis and

diagnosis and plan of action phase will ensure the level of conceptual adequacy. Together, these actions

increase the level of rigor of this MSc-thesis project, and thus increase the scientific validity, generalization

and formalization of the research. Criteria for assessing the level of rigor of academic research can be seen

in Table 1.1

On the other hand, as for good research the level of relevance is also very important, additional strategic

decisions on the used methodology are made. Both the meaningfulness and the goal relevance of this MSc

project are ensured by thorough validation of the initial research problem. Here is found that strategic

problems with spinouts at Shell GS do occur, severely lowering the ROI in spinouts by Shell GS, and not

tapping into the full potential of the technologies generated by the R&D subsidiaries. Although the

operational validity, innovativeness and the cost of implementation can only be judged after the analysis

and diagnosis phase as they assess the quality of the generated solutions, the inclusion of benchmarks and

empirical evidence serve as important input for this MSc-thesis to increase the level of clarity, realism and

feasibility of the proposed solutions in this study. All these actions together will create a high level of

relevance. Criteria for assessing the level of relevance of academic research can be seen in Table 1.1

Table 1.1: Criteria for levels of rigor and relevance (Shrivastava, 1987)

1. Conceptual adequacy
The research is well grounded in a base discipline. It uses a conceptual

'"'
framework consistent with existinR theories in the field.

0 The research uses analytical methods and objective quantifiable data to
bil 2. Methodological rigor... empirically examine research questions.
~

3. Empirical evidence
The research has generated a substantial amount of accumulated empirical

evidence supporting it.

1. Meaningfulness
The research is meaningful, understandable and adequately describes

strateRic problemsfaced by managers

~ 2. Goal relevance The research contains performance indicators that are relevant to managersu:::ee
3. Operational validity

The research has clear implications that can be implemented using the
~

Ruidelines of the research~-~ The research transcends 'commonsense' solutions and provides non-obvious
~ 4. lnnovativeness

insiRhts in practical problems.

5. Cost of implementation The research solutions are feasible in terms of their cost and timeliness.

1.5.5 Controllability, reliability and validity
This section consists of three parts and will discuss the levels of controllability, reliability and validity

that, as a function of the chosen research methodology, this MSc-thesis project possesses.

To start this section, the level of controllability will be discussed. This can be defined as the possibility to

control academic research, in the sense that the reader can fully understand and assess the way in which the

research output is reached (Martella et aI., 1999). Controllability is thus directly linked to the understanding

of the methodology used in the research, as in particular this type of understanding gives the reader the
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ability to control the outcomes of this study (Martella et aI., 1999; Van Aken et al. 2006). A high level of

transparency on both research methodology and interim outcomes are the way in which this MSc-thesis

project will create a high level of controllability. Furthermore, a high level of controllability is a very

important quality mark of good academic research, as it is also a prerequisite for determining the levels of

reliability and validity (Van Aken et al. 2006), which are the two following topics of this section.

The level of reliability of research is also an important quality mark of academic research. Reliability of

research can be defined as research having a high level of independence of potential internal and external

biases, leading to repeatability and stability of the research findings (Van Aken et al. 2006). As previously

said, to achieve a high level of reliability, a high level of controllability through a high level of research

transparency is prerequisite. Furthermore, a high level of reliability of research will be achieved in this

MSc-thesis through a number of measures. Firstly, standardisation of the used research methods in the case

study assessments will ensure an increased reliability through independence of the research in regard to the

situation and to the researcher who conducts the interviews. Secondly, data-triangulation through the use of

multiple research methods to obtain data will lead to an increased reliability through a higher level of

independence in regard to the research methods used. Thirdly the case selection method, as discussed

earlier, will lead to independence in regard to respondents, as multiple relevant cases that represent the

problems this MSc-thesis aims to reduce are target of investigation. Fourthly, this MSc-thesis will ensure

the highest possible level of independence in regard to the researcher who conducts the research, through

the earlier named transparency and standardisation of research methods, next to the avoidance of any form

of cold or hot bias. Cold bias (Van Aken et al. 2006) will be avoided through multiple expert discussions on

the quality of output, methodology used, and realism of the proposed solution with experts at Shell and

leading scholars in the academic arena and by the comparison of outcomes by means of internal

benchmarks. Hot bias (Van Aken et al. 2006) will be avoided through taking an independent position to the

current problems encountered at Shell GS spinouts on the personal level, and in this way strive for the

highest possible level of objectivity through avoidance of personal conflicts of interest. All measures

together ensure a high level of research independency, creating repeatability and stability of the research

findings, and thus a high level of research reliability.

Finally, the level of validity of research can be discussed. To achieve a high level of validity the earlier

named levels of controllability and reliability of research are a prerequisite, as validity incorporates these

two concepts. Research validity in general has to do with the question "Are we measuring what we want to

measure correctly and adequately?" (Nurco, 1985). Because of a lack of objectivity in this sense, in a

philosophical manner this question is unanswerable. This is why most scholars such as Van Aken et al.

(2006) state that achieving a 100% score on validity is not possible. On a more practical level, validity has

to do with cOiTectly measuring the correct phenomena. To assess the level of research validity the concept

has to be subdivided into different types of validity. Although this fosters assessment of the validity, it also

makes the assessment a bit complex, as different scholars find a different amount of validity types important

(for example Nurco (1985) discusses eight types of validity). This section will discuss three types validity,

following the selection in Van Aken et al. (2006), which are: construct, internal and external validity.

A high level of construct validity is achieved when the best possible indicators measure the intangible

research concepts (Nurco, 1985). So construct validity assesses if really is measured what was intended

(Van Aken et al. 2006). This quality mark is important for academic research, as in academic research for

example patents are often counted to measure the concept of knowledge generation. Also in this MSc-thesis

some theories will be validated through measurement of indicators. Especially at these moments the

construct validity for all possible choices of indicators will be discussed in this MSc-thesis, ensuring

transparency. Discussions with experts and involved actors will also make sure that the best possible

indicators are selected. These measures ensure a high construct validity of this MSc-thesis.
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A high level of internal validity is achieved when the conclusions about cause-effect-relations are likely

to be true, in view of the research methodology used (Gage, 1963). Thus, the internal validity of academic

research is high if the encountered relations give a complete view of the factors influencing the problem

area, leaving little room for other plausible explanations to cause the occurred phenomena (Martella et aI.,

1999). Within the complete scope of this MSc-thesis project, by including different sources of knowledge

on spinouts and using different theoretical perspectives, while at the same time generating research findings

for a strictly defined area, this MSc-thesis will ensure a high level of internal validity.

A high level of external validity is achieved when the conclusions of research can be generalized from its

original context towards other situations (adapted from Gage, 1963). Often in research with the aim of

improving a certain situation, this is less relevant (Van Aleen et al. 2006). This is also the case for the final

part of this MSc-thesis, the plan of action phase, in which situation-specific solutions for Shell GS will be

created. But the analysis and diagnosis phase of this MSc-thesis that investigates problems with technology

monetization through spinouts can still have external validity to other scholars, as this MSc-thesis will

relate empirical findings with generic theoretical concepts, without jeopardizing the level of construct

validity. In this way some external validity is still expected from this MSc-thesis with the final goal of

improving the technology monetization through spinouts at Shell GS.

1.6 Report outline
All of the previous commitments to the research methodology and research outcomes lead to the

following distribution of content over the different chapters. In chapter one the background of the empirical

problem, the research assignment and research methodology are discussed. In chapter two the theoretical

framework of scholarly literature on monetizing technology through spinouts will be discussed. In chapter

three the empirical analysis of the spinout activity of Shell GS will be discussed. In chapter four a diagnosis

of the Shell GS spinout activity is presented. In chapter five a proposed solution design and implementation

plan are introduced. Finally, chapter six finalizes this MSc-thesis by stating overall conclusions, giving

recommendations for Shell GS and by sharing reflections on the outcomes of this study.

Example of a Shell GS Spinout: Spinout E

In 2000, a feasibility study by a R&D scientist at Shell Global Solutions showed good results for a new heat

exchanger technology. Significant potential advantages over conventional shell and tube designs were observed.

As Shell GS assessed this project as not having significant strategic importance, traditional R&D funding to the

project was denied. Because the involved R&D scientist believed in the upward potential of the technology he

spoke to Shell GS management to find alternative funding for his invention. After a process of innovative budget

securing by the scientist's line manager and through a small-scale collaboration with a local heat-exchanger

manufacturer, the internal project could continue.

In 2006, it was decided by Shell GS that it was more efficient to spin-out the technology into a new, stand

alone company, partly funded by an external party. At this time also an external professional in small ventures

was recruited as CEO. Although over the last years Spinout E encountered multiple challenging problems

operating outside the protective environment of Shell GS, the spinout is functioning effectively in its heat

exchanger niche, already proven to save significant energy-costs at a refinery in Western Europe.
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2 Theoretical framework

The first chapter introduced the empirical problem that is the subject of this MSc-thesis and subdivided

the empirical problem of untapped potential in technology monetization through spinouts of Shell GS into

three researchable problem areas, which are the subsequent chronological phases a spinout encounters

along its lifetime. This chapter will firstly discuss the reasons for organizations to set-up spinouts, and

secondly approach the three identified problem areas when setting-up spinouts, both from a theoretical

perspective. These two topics are interrelated as the better any organization can cope with these problems

areas, the more applicable the reasons for technology monetization through spinouts are. The objective of

this chapter is to create a profound understanding of what motives organizations have to set-up spinouts,

and which type of issues occur between the nomination of a Shell GS internal project as a potential spinout

and the actual functioning of the spinout. This knowledge wiIl then be used in the next chapters for creating

an empirical analysis on the actual issues of Shell GS spinouts that resonates with the theories and insights

of scholarly literature on spinouts.

2.1 Advantages and disadvantages
Shell GS conducts significant amounts of internal research. Research output of Shell GS for which is

decided that it is will not be pursued further within Shell GS - and because of that remains unused - does

not retain its value for a long period of time (Chesbrough, 2003b). This is because other companies will

conduct research in similar areas and will over time invent even more sophisticated technologies or

improved versions of the same technology (Christensen, 1997), in combination with the fact that inevitably

knowledge spillovers of any unused technology will happen to the external environment if the organization

cannot find a way to create value from that output (Jaffe et aI., 1992). Any company thus only has a limited

time to choose from the available alternatives to monetize technology if internal use of the technology is

impossible, unwanted or sub-optimizing, which are: (1) license the technology to other firms, (2) choose to

spin-out an internal project to commercialize the technology, or (3) accept past investments in the

technology and discontinue the project (Chesbrough, 2003b). R&D managers must make this decision

based on the expected advantages and disadvantages for each of the three alternatives for all research

output that is not pursued internally at Shell GS.

This section will create an in-depth understanding of the motives for organizations to create spinouts, in

order to better assess the advantages and disadvantages of taking the spinout path to the market.

Generating this understanding is very worthwhile, as a complete understanding of which advantages and

disadvantages exist for both the parent organization and the venture itself is a prerequisite for solid

decision-making about the optimal technology monetization path. Firstly, the advantages and disadvantages

of setting up spinout companies for the parent organization will be discussed. Secondly, the advantages and

disadvantages of setting up spinout companies for the spinout venture itself will be discussed. Both sections

are generated from the scholarly literature available on corporate spinouts. Thirdly, this section will come

to a close by discussing the created overview of the advantages and disadvantages of creating technology

spinouts, leading to understanding of corporate motives to monetize technology through spinouts.

2.1.1 For the parent organization
This section will introduce the advantages and disadvantages of spinouts for the parent organization. An

overview of the encountered potential advantages for the parent organization to set-up spinouts can be seen

in Table 2.1. These higher-level advantages for the parent organization will be discussed after the

introduction of Table 2.1.
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any value for the parent organization. This strategic reason for an organization to use spinouts as a final

option to monetize a technology, and by doing that even have the possibility to create much value, is well

described by Chesbrough (2003, pg. II) who states: "The financial success of the Xerox spin-offs seems

astonishing in retrospect and was certainly unexpected by the research and development managers within

Xerox. These technologies did not look particularly important to Xerox, or promising in their own right

when they first left the company".

The eighth potential advantage for an organization to set-up spinouts is that spinouts stimulate an

entrepreneurial environment that many organizations strive for (Burgelman et aI., 2004). Researchers will

feel motivated and empowered to know that their R&D output more often will turn into a new process or

product - both inside and outside the organization. This will empower researchers at the parent

organization to make faster decisions, more individual risk taking and greater individual identification with

the business opportunities latent in the deep technical resources of the company (Chesbrough, 2003a). In

this sense spinouts are a vehicle for spurring growth and entrepreneurial initiative within the organization

(Block & Macmillan, 1993; Chesbrough 2003b).

The ninth potential advantage for an organization to set-up spinouts is that managing spinouts is a very

valuable experience for managers inside an organization. The experience of actually managing a business 

irrelevant if this is as a spinout CEO or board member - and coping with high technology and/or market

uncertainty, are great ways to increase the competences of top-management of large organizations. As the

high-potential middle management gain seniority and move up the corporate ladder, higher positions

become scarce. Managing a spinout is then a great opportunity to test and improve a manager's ability to

actually lead a company by managing a growing business in an independent entity (Ito, 1995). This

experience of managing an own entity with all its difficulties is an even more valuable experience as the

competences learned by managing an own company are very difficult to obtain otherwise inside large

organizations (McElroy, 2003).

The tenth - and final - potential advantage for an organization to set-up spinouts is that having spinout

ventures helps to recruit and retain highly skilled researchers. As the biggest competition to recruit new

PhD hires often comes from start-up firms (Chesbrough 2003a), it can be a reason to use spinouts for their

ability to attract new PhD hires who are appreciate joining a world-class research organization that provides

an path to the market through setting-up small spinouts (McElroy, 2003). Furthermore, using spinouts can

also help an organization to retain these highly skilled researchers, as stated by Chesbrough (2003a, pg 57):

"Think of your researchers who worked hard to bring the technology through many difficult hurdles and

got it ready to go to market. They then watch as someone on the business side squanders their efforts by

holding it off the market so that current sales and margins will be maximized. If you were one of these

researchers, wouldn't you be tempted to move to a company that would make active use of your ideas as

soon as you had them available?" These recruiting and retention perspectives also need to be considered

when an organization has to decide about the future of R&D output.

Next to these ten strategic advantages for an organization to set-up spinouts, three higher-level

disadvantages for the parent organization are also made explicit in the literature on corporate spinouts. An

overview of the potential disadvantages for the parent organization to set-up spinouts can be seen in Table

2.2. These higher-level disadvantages for the parent organization will be discussed after Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2: Disadvantages of setting-up spinout ventures for the parent organization

Disadvantage Source

I. Spinouts often fail (for various reasons)
Chesbrough (2003a), Lord et al. (2002),
McElroy (2003)

2. Spinouts can hollow out the parent organization
Chesbrough (2003a), Davenport et al.
(2002)

3. Spinouts make choices the parent does not control Chesbrough (2003a), McElroy (2003)

The first potential disadvantage for an organization to set-up spinouts is fairly simple; most spinouts fail.

In general, the high failure rate of spinouts can be imputed to the high technical and market uncertainty,

which need to be managed in a context outside the boundaries of the parent organization. The exact issues

in the different phases of the lifetime of spinouts that lead to the higher-level disadvantage that most

spinouts fail will be discussed in the next three sections. Scholars such as Lord et al. (2002) have

quantitatively verified this disadvantage and have concluded that of the SO studied spinouts two-thirds of

the spinouts in their subset either feel short of expectations or failed outright. Chesbrough (2003a, pg 185)

acknowledges the high failure rate of spinouts in new technologies and markets, but at the same time puts

that high failure-rate into perspective by stating: "Innovation isn't just about finding new and better way to

grow your current business. It also represents a process for discovering a new business to expand your

company beyond its current business. This process is fraught with risk; most innovations fail. But every

current business eventually reaches a limit. Companies that don't innovate, die."

The second potential disadvantage for an organization to set-up spinouts is that selecting the wrong

spinouts, or even too much spinouts, can hollow-out your business. Although the next section will discuss

the scholarly literature on criteria for spinouts in-depth, at this stage can be concluded that using wrong, or

too lenient policies to select corporate spinouts can lead to a hollow-out of the parent organization, which is

a potential higher-level disadvantage. Organizations that actively make use of spinouts have to be always

careful that they are not hollowing out their business by losing core staff or core activities. This is also the

bottom line on the rate of spinouts any organization can produce (Davenport et al. 2002).

The third - and final - potential disadvantage for an organization to set-up spinouts is that a spinout has

the freedom to decide their own strategic direction, which is not always the most beneficial direction for the

parent organization. Chesbrough (2003a) acknowledges this as a potential disadvantage, although he also

names this as a regularly misused argument to overly control the spinout through its board or by shared

resources. Although the parent organization may want to maintain some control by board representation in

the spinout, it should keep in mind that overbearing governance could compromise the spinout'

entrepreneurial spirit and its ability to attract others shareholders or VC financing (McElroy, 2003).

2.1.2 For the spinout venture
Next to the potential advantages and disadvantages for the parent organization to use spinouts, there are

also advantages and disadvantages for the spinout venture. Although the parent organization - not the

spinout - makes the decision create a spinout, this decision also generates advantages and disadvantages for

the spinout venture. However, as the decision for a spinout is made by the parent organization, these

advantages and disadvantages are not the main reasons to set-up a spinout; still they will be considered

when the decision to spin-out an internal project is made. This section will give an overview of the

advantages and disadvantages for the spinout ventures, based on scholarly literature. An overview of the

potential advantages for the spinout venture can be seen in Table 2.3. These higher-level advantages for a

spinout will be further discussed after the introduction of Table 2.3.
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Table 2.3: Advantage of setting-up spinouts for the spinout venture

Advantage Source

1. Spinouts allow a new dominant logic and core Govindarajan & Trimble (2005), 1to (1995),
competencies Prahalad & Hamel (1990)

2. Spinouts decrease the level of overheads and bureaucracy
Davenport et at. (2002), 1to (1995),
McElroy (2003),

3. Spinouts allow a different business model Chesbrough (2003a), McElroy (2003)

4. Spinouts stimulate a strong entrepreneurial culture
Davenport el at. (2002), 1to (1995),
Ledbetter & Zipkin (2002), McElroy (2003)

The first potential advantage for the spinout venture is that spinouts allow for new core competencies and

dominant logic that are different then those of the parent company. The history of a successful parent

organization with its policies, traditions, and dominant logic may be an obstacle to successfully creating

and managing a spinout. This is an advantage for the spinout because once separated, the new spinout can

create its own dominant logic and core competencies with less influence from the parent organization. Also

scholars as Govindarajan & Trimble (2005) underline this advantage by stating that it is of key importance

that new ventures forget the parent organizations' core competencies and exploitation mindset in order

successfully compete in new markets with new technology.

The second potential advantage for the spinout venture is that spinouts decrease the level of overheads

and bureaucracy. Most spinouts can avoid large overheads and bureaucracy because they are typically

organized as a relatively simpler organization (Davenport et aI., 2002; Ito, 1995; McElroy, 2003). Scholars

like Davenport et al. (2002, pg 249) even state that in certain cases using a spinout instead of an internal

business group actually makes a technology profitable by proclaiming: "[Many companies] are an

expensive company to run, and some activities would be unprofitable with those overheads in place, but

profitable if you took them out of the company and ran them in a much lower cost environment".

The third potential advantage for the spinout venture is that spinouts allow for a different business model

than the parent organization. This is because spinouts enjoy a high extent of independence that allows them

to make their own choices. This independence together with a reduced level of bureaucracy also allows a

spinout venture to be more flexible to change its business model during its lifetime as it gains experience.

As Chesbrough (2003a, pg 90) state about this advantage: "A business model is a double-edged sword for

the corporation. It unlocks the potential value in a new innovation, but its very success can create a subtle

cognitive trap for the company later. The separate spinoff-examples reviewed here, evolved their business

model away from proprietary value chains [... ]. Yet, they pursued business models that created much more

value from those technologies."

The fourth - and final - potential advantage for the spinout venture is that spinouts stimulate an

entrepreneurial culture. In this entrepreneurial culture, employees of the spinout are more willing to take

risks and feel ownership for the wellbeing of the spinout venture (Chesbrough, 2003a). Often an

entrepreneurial spirit is the single factor that is required to transform an innovative idea that was not

thriving inside a parent organization into a successful spun-out business (Ledbetter & Zipkin, 2002).

Next to these four advantages for a spinout venture in favour of its set-up, also two higher-level

disadvantages for the spinout can be found in the scholarly literature. An overview of the potential

disadvantages for the spinout venture can be seen in Table 2.4. These higher-level disadvantages for a

spinout venture will be further discussed after the introduction of Table 2.4.
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Table 2.4: Disadvantages of setting-up spinout ventures for the spinout venture

Disadvantage Source

I. The spinout can lose key infrastructures
Govindarajan & Trimble (2005), McElroy
(2003)

2. The spinout can be kept too tight to the parent Lord et al. (2002), McElroy (2003)

The first potential disadvantage for the spinout venture is that spinouts can lose some key infrastructure

after it has been spun-out. Scholars as Govindarajan & Trimble (2005) and McElroy (2003) acknowledge

this disadvantage, which they see as the main reason for the spinout venture to strategically borrow assets

from the parent organization that they lost access to when being spun-out. Examples of typical assets that

can be strategically borrowed from the parent organization are customer relationships, distribution

channels, supply networks, brands, credibility, manufacturing capacity, market access and technical

expertise. One way or another spinouts will have to cope with this loss of key infrastructure and borrowing

these assets back from the parent organization is an efficient way of doing that (McElroy, 2003).

The second - and final - potential disadvantage for the spinout venture is that spinouts are often still kept

to tight to the parent organization after they are spun-out, not allowing the spinout to reap the benefits of

deciding its own business model and creating its own core competencies and dominant logic. Lord et al.

(2002) have accurately described this disadvantage as the so-called umbilical cord trap, which is one of the

four often-made mistakes by the parent organization. Lord et al. (2002, pg l19) state: "In many cases,

parent companies are too tentative. They can't bring themselves to sever their ownership ties and give up

control of their spinouts. Eventually, though, continuing entanglements with the parent interfere with the

spinout' ability to make smart strategic and financial decisions." Concluding can be noted that spinouts

have to try to negotiate enough autonomy from their parent organizations to successfully create their own

identity, which includes the earlier mentioned business model, core competencies and dominant logic.

2.1.3 Overview

The above section gives an overview of the different advantages and disadvantages for the parent

organization and spinout venture when a spinout is created. This type of literature study on advantages and

disadvantages is not composed before, although some scholars name a few advantages and disadvantages

of spinouts. As a result it is likely that the presented overview of advantages and disadvantages can also

add value to the academic community, next to its practical relevance for decision makers in organizations.

Nevertheless, the previous section on the effects of spinouts on the parent organization is mainly relevant

for decision-makers, as it will allow managers to more clearly assess the strategic value of spinouts in order

to better compare the spinout path with other paths to monetize technology. The advantages and

disadvantages for the spinout venture itself can also be included in the decision on the most suitable path to

monetize a technology; after all is the spinout venture itself also a key stakeholder in this decision.

The discussion on the advantages and disadvantages of spinouts also leads to a discussion about which

technology is suited for spinouts, and which is more suited for internal use or licensing. Although this

discussion lies outside the scope of this MSc-thesis, it will partly be discussed in the next section on

decision-criteria for spinouts. In general can be said that not for all technologies the internal option is

optimal; each company has to create a contingency approach for all available monetization paths. Common

to all contingency approaches is the proposition that performance is a consequence of the fit between all

input factors in the decision (Tosi & Hammer, 1982). Thus, any organization has to decide the monetization

path of its research output based on the match of technology characteristics with the monetization paths.

The next three sections will move away from the strategic-level of pros and cons of spinouts, towards

examining scholarly literature on the operational issues of spinouts in the different phases of their lifetime.
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2.2 From technology to spinout
In section 1.4 the three research questions of this MSc-thesis are introduced. It can be expected that

spinouts at Shell GS have encountered multiple issues in each of these three phases of the lifetime. This

section will discuss a literature review of known issues and mitigation strategies for the first research

question, which considers the phase between the R&D output and the actual selection of spinouts. The

issues and mitigation strategies presented in this section are also related to the advantages and

disadvantages presented earlier in section 2.1; the more effective an organization copes with the issues in

the spin-out phase, the more likely the higher-level advantages strived for by using spinouts are achieved.

The first research question, as introduced and discussed in the first chapter is defined as follows:

"How is the R&D output of Shell GS coordinated to take into account monetizing of technology through
spinouts, and how can the current R&D output coordination be improved for an increased effectiveness of
technology monetization through spinouts?"

Although this research question is tailored for solving the issues of Shell GS spinouts, the research

question can be generalized, leading to the following starting-points for a literature study:

• Best practices and known issues of transferring R&D output to spinouts

• Best practices and known issues of using decision criteria on R&D output to create spinouts

These starting points will be further discussed in the two adjacent subsections, which will discuss the

coordination of R&D output and decision criteria for selecting technology for spinouts.

2.2.1 R&D coordination
This section will discuss the scholarly literature on the coordination of R&D output that enable spinouts.

This is a critical point, because if there is no spinout path available as an option for R&D output, surely

none of the previously introduced strategic benefits can be achieved. Yet, not much in the scholarly

literature is known about how R&D should be coordinated to enable spinouts. There are mainly two

complementary reasons for this absence found in the literature that together can explain this absence.

Firstly, the set-up of R&D coordination in companies is very differentiated (Reger, (999), and secondly can

be stated that spinout scenarios in practice are highly variable and defy any formulaic approach (Franklin et

aI., 200 I; Leitch & Harrison, 200S). Because of these two reasons it is already challenging to create simple,

unanimous defmitions of a spinouts to let scholarly research be more complementary (Nicolaou & Birley,

2003), let alone rigorous models about the set-up of R&D coordination to enable and stimulate spinouts.

Nevertheless scholarly literature discusses various forms to stimulate spinouts from large organizations.

Firstly, although not speaking about the coordination of R&D output, authors as Chesbrough (2003a) and

Lord et al. (2002) name a very important stimulus of spinouts present in R&D organizations to enable

spinouts; there should be internal champion or sponsor that have sufficient political power inside large

organization to stimulate spinouts by re-directing qualifying R&D output towards the set-up of a new

external entity. This type of stimulus for creating spinouts is well described by Lord et al. (2002, pg 120)

when the authors state: "The first hurdle the venture had to clear was getting the right leadership to

champion the cause. To increase the odds of success, we have come to believe that a spinout candidate

requires an "inside outsider" at the helm: an enthusiastic advocate who has credibility and clout within the

parent company but who will fight for the spinout' right to exist independently. The leader also has to be a

skilled negotiator - someone who can balance the needs for the infant company with those of its parent and

its future partners and investors."

Secondly, a more formal enabling factor for spinouts in R&D organizations is the presence of a (internal)

corporate CVC unit that can invest in internal R&D output, and thus stimulate spinouts by re-directing

R&D output outside of the parent organization towards the set-up a new spinout venture (Chesbrough
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2003a, 2003b; Mason & Rohner, 2002). CVC units that formally have the first rights when R&D output is

rejected by the internal businesses can in this sense be complementary to, or even act as a replacement of

the more informal role of a champion to re-direct R&D output to better paths to monetize the technology.

Because a CVC unit not only functions as an enabler of spinouts, but also is actively involved in the set-up

of the spinout, CVC units will be further discussed in section 2.3.

The final stimulus found in scholarly literature to let the spinout activity of large organizations thrive is

that the inventors of the R&D output should actively act as entrepreneurs to initiate the monetization of

their R&D output outside the parent organization (Chiesa & Piccaluga, 2000; Davenport et aI., 2002). As

Davenport et al. (2002, pg 244) illustrates this by stating that: "very few cases of spin-off companies were

the result of planned initiatives by the mother institution". Although more and more companies create more

formal ways to stimulate spinouts, such as through formal incubator- and CVC programs named before, has

this entrepreneurial attitude of the R&D inventors at least for the past spinouts of large organizations

proven to be a critical enabling factor (Chiesa & Piccaluga, 2000).

Concluding can be stated that spinouts can be stimulated firstly by allowing top-management to act as

sponsors to monetize R&D output externally, which can secondary be complemented in a more formal way

by a CVC unit which can actively scout for potential R&D output in the internal R&D organization that

qualifies for a spinout. An important third factor is that although the previous two factors certainly

stimulate the spinout activity in order to achieve the advantages of spinouts for the parent organization, the

real thriving force behind the creation of past spinout ventures often was - and maybe for the near future

continuously will be - entrepreneurial minded individuals.

2.2.2 Decision criteria
This section will discuss the scholarly literature on encountered decision-criteria for spinouts, in order to

select which characteristics any R&D output needs to possess in order to qualify to be spun-out with a

relatively high chance of success. Although easily can be seen that this step is paramount in order to create

spinouts out of R&D output with the right characteristics, in reality no scholarly literature from the

perspective of the parent organization explicitly discusses decision-criteria to help select potential spinouts

with relative high chances of success. Reasons for this are probably the same reasons why no universal

spinout definitions that enable complementary research (Nicolaou & Birley, 2003) or R&D coordination

policies that stimulate spinouts are available; every spinout is unique in the sense that it has arisen from the

parent organization for different strategic reasons (Franklin et aI., 2001; Leitch & Harrison, 2005), and on

top of that many spinouts in the past have been created because it either was simply the last chance to

monetize a technology or because of gut-feeling of the top-management (Chesbrough, 2003a).

However, in the scholarly literature on spinouts from the perspective of CVC units, some decision

criteria for creating spinouts with relative high chances of success can be found. A major limitation of

generalizing findings from this perspective is that CVC units can more easily make use of decision-criteria

than parent organizations can. For a CVC the options are to create a venture or not to create a venture based

on the score of these criteria, whilst a parent organization has to compare the score on the criteria for

creating a spinout with the options of using the R&D output internally, licensing the R&D output, or doing

nothing. Nevertheless, as literature on CVC units provide the only available perspective on decision-criteria

for creating spinouts it is worth discussing these criteria, all the more because certainly some generic value

in the decision-criteria for use by a parent organization can still be found.

A thorough set of decision-criteria or first venture criteria for spinouts can be found in Mason & Rohner

(2002, pg. III), who have created the following set of first venture criteria in order to assess if the spinout

option is a realistic path to commercialize the R&D output:
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• The R&D output generates a new offering that can add value to customers

• The R&D output generates a new offering that is significantly different than that of competitors

• The R&D output targets a specific market, and can underpin why this is an attractive market

• The R&D output will be pursued by an initial spinout-team that can prove they are competent.

• All above points about the R&D output are translated into a sound preliminary business plan

• There can be given insight about how much money is needed, based on preliminary indications

It must be stressed that these venture criteria should not remain fixed during the lifetime of the potential

future spinout, as it is one of the main strengths of a spinout to adjust its business plan and set-up driven by

the influx of new information and refined analysis (Mason & Rohner, 2002). Still, it are these decision

criteria a potential spinout has to pass successfully to create the buy-in from its parent and future CVe. In

addition to this list the three strategic disadvantages found in section 2. I, for example that spinouts should

not hollow-out the parent organization and, can also function as additional decision-criteria. Also, subsets

of the ten strategic advantages for the parent organization to spin-out certain R&D output can function as

additional decision-criteria. This relates to the earlier discussion about which paths are the best to monetize

a certain technology. There can now be concluded that given the strategic advantages of spinouts pursued

by an organization, the organization can now use these strategic criteria for spinouts, next to the already

stated venture criteria. Next to these strategic criteria, the validity of a potential spinout set-up furthermore

has to be assessed in light of the portfolio of spinouts under management. This then leads to the situation in

which R&D output can be matched with the a set of decision-criteria including the strategic reasons and a

portfolio perspective, giving the organization handles to assess which path to monetize R&D best fits the

characteristics of the R&D output. This is in line with Mason & Rohner (2002), as they acknowledge that

there are three criteria types: strategic, portfolio and venture criteria.

2.2.3 Business plan
A business plan is a very important aspect of the potential new spinout venture, as can also be seen in the

previous section, as is serves to maximise the value captured from technology, so that a successful spinout

can arise (Chesbrough, 2003a; Lord et aI., 2002; Mason & Rohner, 2002).

The first important point to stress is that the business plan of a spinout venture must be regarded as

flexible. As Mason & Rohner (2002, pg 112) state about the business plan: "The business plan, constantly

subject to revision, becomes the organizing tool of the entire venture team - the place where objectives are

listed and shifts in strategy are noted and announced." But not only for spinout ventures is defining a

business plan a key step for a successful set-up, also top-management of large organizations, expressed in

IBM's global CEO report 2006, realize that defining and redefining business plans is one of the most

effective ways to successfully compete in the globalized markets of today (Pohle & Chapman, 2006). So, in

order to achieve success, spinout ventures should clearly define the following six steps of its business plan

(Chesbrough 2003a, pg 64; Mason & Rohner, pg 112-113)

• Articulate the value proposition for the future customers,

• Identify a market segment for whom the offering is useful

• Define the spinout' value chain to create and distribute the offering

• Specify the revenue generation mechanisms, cost structure and target margins

• Describe the value network with suppliers, customers, complementary firms and competitors

• Formulate the competitive strategy to gain and hold an edge over rivals.

This section will be concluded by citing Chesbrough (2003a, pg 64), who underlines the key importance

of a business plan for spinouts to become successful, by stating: "A mediocre technology pursued within a

great business model may be more valuable than a great technology in a mediocre business model".
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2.3 Setting up a spinout
This section will elaborate on the previous section by discussing a literature review of know issues and

mitigation strategies for the second research question, which considers the set-up phase of a spinout. This

phase includes deciding on the right governance structure for the spinout, and often includes sharing the

investments for the spinout - and thus responsibility - with a ve or eve unit. The second research

question, as introduced and discussed in the first chapter is defined as follows:

"What are effective set-up principles and governance structures for Shell GS spinouts, alld how can
validated effective set-up principles and governance structures be incorporated into Shell GS for an
increased effectiveness of technology monetization through spinouts?"

Although this research question is tailored for solving the issues of Shell GS spinouts, the research

question can be generalized, leading to the following starting-points for a literature study:

• Best practices and known issues of spinout set-up and governance structures

• Best practices and known issues of using ve firms as investment partners

These starting points will be further discussed in the three adjacent subsections, which will discuss the

set-up of spinouts, including the governance structure and ve involvement

2.3.1 Set-up and governance structure
This section will discuss the best practices in terms of the set-up characteristics and governance

structures for creating spinouts. The exact governance structure and set-up agreements have to be agreed

during negotiations about the formal separation of the team working under the parent organization. It is

recommended that an independent counsel guides the negotiations regarding agreements on governance

structure and set-up characteristics in order to best consider the interest of all parties (McElroy, 2003).

The content of these negotiations on the set-up structure can, according to Mason & Rohner (2002), be

broken down in twelve areas, distributed over four dimensions (product, market, people and finance). An

additional advantage of the Bell-Mason model is that it gives the desired maturity of the 12 areas over the

lifetime of the spinout, acknowledging the fact that all areas are dynamic and require continuous

negotiation and management. The twelve areas will be discussed after the introduction of Figure 2.1

Product Business Plan

Cash

o Stage 1: Tho Venture VllliorI 0 Stage 3: The Beta O"oring

o Stage 2: The Alpl1e Otforing 0 Stage 4: The Mar1<et Otfemg

Market

Figure 2.1: the Bell-Mason model (Mason & Rohner, 2002)
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The Bell-Mason model also gives prescriptive guidelines through Kiviat-diagrams about the twelve areas

during the four phases of a spinout lifetime, which is an interesting theory to discuss further in the next

section in which the management of spinouts will be discussed. For now, the Mason-Bell model will be

used for its introduction of the twelve areas that characterize the areas any venture needs to set-up when it

is separated from its parent organization (Mason & Rohner, 2002).

Firstly, on the people dimension, a CEO, board and core venture team have to be selected in coordination

with the parent organization. For the spinout CEO position, there are valid arguments for selecting an

internal or an external CEO (see Chesbrough 2003a), although it appears that in general external CEO's

lead to a better spinout performance (Chesbrough 2003b). In any case, it is clear that people playa vital

role in the success of a spinout. Also the selection of the core team plays an important role, where again can

be noted that attracting knowledge from outside the parent organization is important for the venture, as a

spinout focuses on doing things in ways the parent organization does not (Mason & Rohner, 2002).

Secondly, the financial picture has to be made insightful to all stakeholders, in order to secure funding.

Parent organizations have to make sure in this phase that any invest-round is performance-based (Gompers,

2002; Mason & Rohmer, 2002), and the spinouts focus must be incentivised to reduce the level of

uncertainty of the initial cost and revenue estimates of the markets targeted (Mason & Rohner, 2002).

Thirdly, the product specifications, the delivery channels and the platform (next generations of the

product/service) have to be decided. This is all about de-risking the technology, which fixes the product

specifications, and deciding on the best-suited delivery channels and next generations. An important role

when de-risking technology is put aside for interacting with lead customers, except if the technology is too

radical which permits lead customers expressing their true needs (Burgelman et aI., 2004)

Fourthly, an initial business plan has to be developed, which allows the marketing and sales strategy to

be determined. The step of creating an initial business plan is already discussed in the decision-criteria

section in section 2.1. The reason why the initial business plan is also part of the decision-criteria is that

already during the decision-making process to start a spinout, most CVC units and parent organizations

check whether or not the business plan can make sense (Mason & Rohner, 2002). Concluding can be said

that these four dimensions, structured in twelve areas have to be worked out when setting-up a spinout.

Furthermore, there are some additional conclusions about the governance structure possible. Some

authors, such as Ledbetter & Zipkin (2002) argue for the involvement of an outside VC unit to help govern

the spinout venture, as especially these VC units bring the "critical managerial and entrepreneurial

expertise that is absent in most companies and public market institutional investors" (Ledbetter & Zipkin,

2002, pg 341). Other scholars, such as Chesbrough (2003a, 2003b) give successful examples of a CVC unit

that is governing the portfolio of spinouts in order to manage the strategic alignment with the parent

organization, as discussed when introducing strategic decision-criteria. Again other scholars, such as

Mason & Rohner (2002) strongly argue for the option to have the portfolio of spinouts under management

by a venture business office (VBO), which owns the equity stake instead of the business units, in order to

protect the ventures from "corporate anti-bodies". In any case, it is wise for a parent organization to choose

a governance model that protects the (potential; strategic interest of the parent organization in the ventures,

while at the same time introduces professionalism and a latitude - but efficient - form of control.

Also, authors as De Man (2006) have studied successful governance in alliances, and there is some

overlap between the governance of alliances and spinouts as both are about aligning multiple partners for

the success of a venture. Successful governance consists of formal and informal building blocks, both for

the governance of alliances and spinouts (De Man, 2006; Mason & Rohner, 2002). As the formal side of

governance consists of things as financial agreements, planning & control, hierarchy and conflict

management procedures, the informal side consists of things as leadership style, reputation, culture

differences, trust and values. How the stakeholders involved in a spinout design the formal and informal

elements largely depends if there is a focus on the formal (control) or informal (trust) approach.
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In any case need both the fonnal and informal governance be developed in order to govern successful,

although in simple alliances they can be substitutes (Lui & Ngo, 2005). Also, the fonnal and informal

governance elements not only needs to be set-up during the creation of a new venture, but also constantly

managed during its lifetime. Concluding, there is no single best governance structure for all alliances or

spinouts, for each spinout the most appropriate governance structure needs to be identified (De Man, 2006).

2.3.2 Venture capital involvement
As the recommendations of both Chesbrough (2003a, 2003b) and Mason & Rohner (2002) in the

previous section both come down to having a version of a CVC unit active at the periphery of the parent

organization, this section is dedicated towards a discussion about the exact relations between the parent

organization and the CVC unit. In general, VC firms or CVC units can play an important role for successful

governance of spinouts as they fulfil the need for a professional investment partner that balances financial

and strategic objectives (Chesbrough 2003a).

As Chesbrough (2003a, pg 143) states: "The new ventures group model emulates some of the governance

features of private VC. The money is given to individual ventures through staged financing increments.

[... J The new ventures group even syndicated later rounds of investment with outside ventures firms and

invited the outside venture partners onto the board of the venture". But on the other hand, does the CVC

inherit characteristics of an internal business development unit, as Chesbrough continues: "However, the

new ventures group also leveraged some potential structural advantages of corporate venturing. The new

ventures group managers were particularly interested in projects that could exploit any complementaries."

Another example for having an internal CVC group that acts as a hybrid between private VC and an

internal business development unit comes from Mason & Rohner (2002, pg 69) who name their CVC not a

new ventures group but a venture business office, as they state: "Many companies make the mistake of

pursuing venturing with spirit and funding but with no real structure to make venturing a permanent,

integrated fixture of their business model. [... J The venture business office is able to leverage all the parent

company's resources, relationships, and knowledge, but it is designed to operate just outside the reach of

corporate culture that may impede or prevent its success". Concluding can be stated that many

organizations that successfully make use of spinouts argue using a CVC unit, which acts as a hybrid

between a private VC and internal business development unit to govern the spinouts (Ernst et a!., 2005).

2.4 Managing a spinout
This section will elaborate on the previous section by discussing a literature review of known issues and

mitigation strategies for the third research question, which targets the management phase of a spinout. This

phase includes successfully managing the spinout over time, and the constant management of relationships

with the stakeholders of the spinout. The third research question, as introduced and discussed in the first

chapter is defined as follows:

"What are Sl/ccessful management principles for Shell GS spinol/ts, and how can validated effective
management principles be incorporated into Shell GS for an increased effectiveness of technology
monetization through spinol/ts?"

Although this research question is tailored for solving the issues of Shell GS spinoUls, the research

question can be generalized, leading to the following starting-points for a literature study:

• Best practices and known issues of the continuous management of spinouts

• Best practices and known issues of using the parent organization - spinout relationship

• Best practices and known issues of aligning the stakeholders of spinouts

These starting points will be further discussed in the two adjacent subsections, which will discuss the

operational management of the spinout venture and management of the stakeholder relationships.
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2.4.1 Managing the spinout venture
This section will focus on the management of the spinout venture itself. Spinout ventures need to

constantly manage and refine their strategic direction and progress during its lifetime, as the technology

uncertainty will reduce, and targeted markets become clearer (Davenport et al., 2002). The continuous need

to manage more than the day-to-day operations and progress, but also the strategic repositioning, clearly

shows through in the Bell-Mason model about the needed maturity of different areas of a spinout venture in

the phases of its lifetime. According to the Bell-Mason model, which is based on the experience with

hundreds of spinouts, the maturity and competence level of twelve areas can be measured, and then be

plotted against the needed levels for each phase, in order to evaluate the spinout' progress. This can be also

used proactive; measuring the achieved maturity and competency levels of the named areas can give an

indication about the readiness for the next phase of the venture (Mason & Rohner, 2002).

2.4.2 Maintaining an ongoing relationship
This section will continue on the previous section where is concluded that a spinout venture needs to

constantly manage its strategic direction, based on the twelve areas in which a spinout needs to mature as it

progresses on different phases of its lifetime. Given the resource dependency theory, every spinout needs

the appropriate tangible and intangible resources in order to grow their abilities to perform (Aldrich, 1999;

Hitt et al., 2002; Leitch & Harrison, 2005). A main source for the spinout to gain access to these needed

resources for a relative low cost is through an ongoing relationship with the parent organization

(Govindarajan & Trimble, 2005; McElroy, 2003; Rothaermel, 2001). Still, as Parhankangas & Arenius

(2003, pg 464) argue: "relatively little is known about the nature of relationship between the parent firm

and its spin-offs". This section will discuss the considerations for the spinout venture and the parent

organization to continue their relationship, in order for each party to achieve goals their objectives.

Authors such as Govindarajan & Trimble (2005) have create a strategic 3-step model for spinouts,

arguing that spinouts need to forget assumptions, mind-sets and biases, need to strategically borrow assets

from the parent organization, and need to learn to run its own business. About the borrow phase, which is

explicitly about managing an ongoing relationship with the parent organization, in order to retain needed

resources, the authors state that customer relationships, distribution channels, supply networks, brands,

credibility, manufacturing capacity and expertise in technologies are suited to borrow from the parent

organization. This is especially necessary as spinout ventures often compete with start-ups that do not have

to forget assumptions, mind-sets and biases. So in order to compensate this advantage of start-ups over

spinouts, borrowing from the parent organization is key to re-gain the lost terrain.

But borrowing assets from the parent organization should only be done very cautious. Govindarajan &

Trimble (2005) stress that any temptation for the spinout venture to borrow support functions from the

parent organization, such as HR, finance, IT, legal or purchasing should be avoided. Although this might

seem convenient, the money saved will not make or break the spinout. On the other hand will the downside

of borrowing these functions significantly influence the entrepreneurial freedom and mindset of the

spinout, making it worthwhile to duplicate support functions at spinouts (Govindarajan & Trimble, 2005).

The importance of maintaining an ongoing relationship is underlined by McElroy (2003, pg. 40) as the

author declares: "The spinout could also lose access to key infrastructure such as a broad base of scientific

colleagues, complementary technologies, future core technology improvements made by the parent,

product development capabilities, manufacturing capacity and distribution channels or market access. [... j

In order to fill these gaps the new entity may need to maintain an ongoing relationship with the parent."

From the perspective of the parent organization, the ongoing relationship with their spinouts serves a

different purpose than gaining access to assets. Often, the main reason for the parent organization to remain

in an ongoing relationship with their spinouts is to manage their strategic intent with the spinouts. This is

especially valuable for the parent organization if the output of the spinout creates synergies with its own
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products, and in this way the spinouts form a sort of business ecosystem around the parent organization

(Iansiti & Levien, 2004). As spinouts occur for different strategic reasons, as seen in section 2.1, can the

bargaining power by the parent organization created through the ongoing relationship serve to subtly steer

and protect their strategic intent with a spinout. This involvement with the strategic direction of the spinout

should not be overdone as McElroy (2003, pg 41) concludes: "Overbearing governance on the part of the

parent may compromise the spinout' entrepreneurial spirit and its ability to attract quality independent

board members or VC financing. Like any parent, employing overly excessive control of your progeny can

be frustrating endeavour for both parties." Also Lord et al. (2002) acknowledge that the involvement with

the strategic direction of the spinout should not be overdone. Other scholars, such as Mason & Rohner

(2002) conclude that the control of strategic intent is always a difficult issue, as a successful relationship

between a parent organization and spinout is a constant balancing of latitude and control.

2.5 Conclusion
This chapter discussed the strategic advantages and disadvantages of using spinouts for parent

organizations and spinout ventures, after which best practices and known issues for the spin-out, set-up and

management phase of spinouts were discussed. Important to note is that these four sections are interlinked.

The advantages and disadvantages in section 2.1 are related to the best practices and issues presented in

sections 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 as the more effective the parent organization and spinout venture can cope with the

needed steps in the different phases of a spinout, the more likely the strategic advantages of spinouts for the

parent organization and the spinout will be achieved. The other way around is also true; when the parent

organization and spinout fail to successfully provide and manage the needed elements in the lifetime of a

spinout, less likely the strategic advantages for both the parent organization and spinout will be achieved.

The first part of this chapter consisted of the introduction of higher-level advantages and disadvantages to

work with spinouts. Here, especially on the ten higher-level advantages for the parent organization an

additional point can be made, as probably some priority can be created - although this is can not backed-up

by literature as this overview is never before created. The most strategic arguments for using spinouts are

that spinouts are an efficient way to commercialise a technology (#1), allow disruptive technologies to be

pursued (#2), positively influence the internal innovation-cycle (#3), create a strategic coherence (#4),

explore future markets (#5) and can create synergies with current products and services (#6). The less

strategic, but certainly additional higher-level advantages for the parent organization are that spinouts

function a final option to monetize R&D (#7), stimulate an entrepreneurial culture (#8), are valuable

management experience (#9) and help to recruit and retain researchers (#10). Although the first six

advantages are regarded as a group having more strategic importance than the second group, within the two

categories no priority can be made - in that sense all advantages are stated in a random order.

The second part of this chapter consisted of the introduction of milestones and other important steps in

the lifetime of spinouts that are introduced in section 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4. These three sections not only have a

relation with section 2.1 as stated before, but also have a relation (and sometimes even overlap) with each

other, as they embody the subsequent steps from R&D output to the actual management of a spinout. The

important points of consideration in each of the three sections when striving for successful spinouts will be

intensively used in the next chapter to assess the empirical situation with spinouts at Shell GS.

A final remarkable finding in the literature on organizations using spinouts will conclude this chapter.

Although this chapter has clearly shown what can be strategically achieved when organizations smartly use

spinouts, there is also a reverse side: spinout successes often lead to a decreased buy-in at the parent

organization for using spinouts. This is because the better the spinouts perform, the more business groups

want to do it themselves, managers will envy the spinout' management bonuses and organizations are liable

to criticism from shareholders who say "why did you own 25% instead of 100%" (Chesbrough 2003a).
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3 Empirical analysis

The previous chapter connected the fragmented scholarly literature that discussed the strategic

advantages and disadvantages of using spinouts, and introduced common issues and best practices for the

creation and management of spinouts. These learnings will form the basis for this chapter when assessing

the different phases of actual internal projects that have been spun-out of Shell GS.

This chapter will introduce the selected spinout-cases of Shell GS including their context, and

subsequently will analyse issues that these spinouts encountered in their creation and management. This is

done by using concepts and perspectives from the scholarly Literature, as presented in the previous chapter.

Although noted that insights from the literature review are used to gain an in-depth understanding, no

formal hypotheses or cause and effect assumptions are created when analysing these spinouts, in order to

avoid bias from overly rigid views on possible effects in the case study assessments (Eisenhardt, 1989;

Siggelkow, 2007).

3.1 Case selection
This section will discuss the selection of spinout-cases that will be analysed in this chapter, which are al

spinouts of Shell GS spun-out after 1998. This boundary on the year after which the spin-out originated is

due to a practical constraint of the case assessment methodology: As interviews playa large role in the

data-gathering on spinouts, people must be able to recall the events that have happened, hence it is not wise

to conduct interviews about events that happened a long time ago (Huber and Power, 1983). This is only a

minor li.rnitation for the spinout-cases described in this chapter, as all of the four spinouts are at current still

functioning as a spinout. Furthermore, it is very likely that direct engagements with employees helped to

motivate the interviewees by underlining the importance of their input. Likely, this has even influenced the

quality of recall of the interviewees, as argued by Golden (1991) and Miller et al. (1997).

Furthermore is it worth noting that all of the four spinouts in the sample have spun-out from the GS

Amsterdam, despite the fact that Shell GS also has large R&D centres in Houston and Chester. Although

there is actively searched for spinouts originated from GS Houston and GS Chester, it appears that in terms

of spinouts not much have happened outside of GS Amsterdam. By means of interviews with senior R&D

managers from Amsterdam, Chester and Houston some causes are found for the fact that only GS

Amsterdam has spun-out internal projects. Although panly outside of the scope of the research questions of

this MSc-thesis, four causes for the encountered difference are:

• GS Amsterdam is allowed to do relatively more exploratory research; GS Chester and GS

Houston are more focused on development and deployment research.

• GS Chester has a focus on R&D for lubricants, conventional fuels and biofuels, which all are all

strongly related to Shell's core business, and thus by nature are less suited for a spinout.

• GS Houston has a focus on chemical R&D that is very capital-intensive, which requires

implementation by large organizations, and thus by nature are less suited for a spinout.

• GS Houston is situated in the US, which has numerous legal restrictions for employees and

companies with spinout ambitions, and thus less stimulates the use of spinouts.

The total numbers of spinouts that have originated at Shell GS after 1998 are the ultimate limit on the

multiple case assessments of this chapter. As exactly four spinouts are identified, all of these four cases will

be used for generating findings about spinouts at Shell GS, after which these findings subsequently will be

used in a cross-case analysis by identifying the replication of findings, and non-replication of findings due

to explainable reasons (Eisenhardt, 1989; Eisenhardt & Graebner, 2007; Yin, 1994).
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3.2 Assessment methodology
This section will introduce the interview procedures and analysis methodology that is used to assess the

four spinouts cases to be introduced in the next section. This will increase the transparency of the results,

and leads to a higher controllability of the findings, which are a prerequisite for ensuring reliability and

validity of the results as discussed earlier.

3.2.1 Interview procedures
The interviews with people directly or indirectly involved with the spinout ventures were senu

structured. Although a fixed, structured way of asking around certain phases and topics of technology

spinouts was used, there was always room for the interviewees to add-on to earlier thoughts, or sharpen

previous answers later on in the interview. After explaining the goals of the study, all interviews started

with the interviewee explaining their role in the spinout and sketching the context of the spinout, until

mutual understanding was reached. After this point the interview formally started, and the order of phases

and (examples of) questions that can be seen in Table 3.1 was followed.

Table 3.1: Interview procedures

Phase Questions

History: Internal project
Why, when and where was the new internal project started?

How does the technology add value to customers in (different) markets?

Phase 0: Strategic decision
What were the strategic reasons for Shell GS to spin-out the internal project?

Why was a spinout more attractive for Shell GS then an internal project?

Phase 1: Spin-out process
Were there any major obstacles to overcome during the transfer phase?

Were the negotiated terms and conditions attractive for a spinout?

Phase 2: Set-up the spinout
How was the spinout set-up in terms of people, product, markets and finance?

How was the governance and support structure set-up for the spinout?

Phase 3: Manage the spinout
What helped the spinout to progress over time from its original starting point?

How was the relationship between the spinout, Shell GS and eve unit?

Before starting the interviews, the literature revIew of the previous chapter, together with some

background on the spinouts served as a solid starting point for the semi-structured interviews that lasted on

average around 1.5 hours. To create an analysis of four spinout-cases presented in the next section, 20

interviews were conducted. An overview of the people interviewed can be seen in Appendix A, Table 3.

3.2.2 Analysis methodology
After conducting the interview the issues and learnings regarding the spinout were processed to text and

categorized in the different phases of the spinout lifetime. In this step of processing the interviews to text,

the theoretical constructs identified in the literature review are extensively applied. After this step, the

summary of the interview was send to the interviewee, asking them to revise the document, which

explicitly allowed interviewees to add more learnings and when necessary to further sharpen the summary.

This extra iteration demonstrated for the interviewees the importance of identifying the nuanced issues and

learnings of the spinout-cases, next to again underlining the importance of their contribution.

All interviews regarding the same spinout-case led to an in-depth analysis of each of the four cases,

differentiated over the phases of a spinout (0, I, 2, 3) which is fitted in an analysis framework that includes

a short summary of the issues for the different phases and includes a traffic light score for each phase. This

analysis framework is not in place to judge on the involved actors of the different phases, but it serves the

purpose of getting a quick overview of the described issues in the different phases of the spinout. The

assessments of the four cases on the individual case-level can be seen in section 3.3.
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3.3 Case assessments
This section will introduce the in-depth analysis of the four spinout-cases under consideration in this

MSc-thesis project. These four spinouts, which are named A, C, E and P for confidentiality reasons, are

assessed according to the previously shared interview procedures and analysis methodology. The

characteristics of the four spinout-cases to be discussed in this section can be seen in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Spinout-cases of Shell GS

apprOXimate turnover In mIllIOn EUR In 2007
1\ employees employed on 31.12.2007

Spinout Business Year Turnover I Employees II IPO

A High-throughput experimentation 2000 € 15.0M 100 No

C Carbon concrete building materials 2004 €2.0M 6 No

E Heat-exchanging equipment 2007 €2.5 M 6 No

P PET-based building materials 2004 fO.5 M 3 No
..

As can be seen in the table above it is possible to identify some similarities and differences among the

group of spinout-cases, which are all ventures spun-out after 2000. Another similarity of the spinout-cases

is that all are still active as a spinout of Shell GS. Of all spinout-cases, three have between 3-6 employees

(spinout C, E, P) and one has 100 employees (spinout A). In terms of markets targeted one spinout-case is

targeting the R&D experimentation market, which is all about innovative technologies and processes, and

has no standard prices (spinout A). Two spinout-cases are targeting the building market, which has little

room for price differentiation and is all about economies of scale (spinout C, P). Furthermore, one spinout

is targeting the heat-exchanger market, which is an industrial market traditionally without many

innovations, has a strong focus on reliability and durability, and has no fixed prices (spinout E). In terms of

the processes and input streams used by the spinout-cases to deliver products and services on their markets,

three of the four spinouts make extensive use of chemical processes and chemical input streams (spinout A,

C, P), while one spinout uses industrial process and metal input streams (spinout E).

3.3.1 Spinout A
This section will analyze the first case study of this MSc-thesis, which is called spinout A. This section

will consist of six paragraphs, followed up by an overview the spinout-case. The six paragraphs are:

general introduction, internal project phase, strategic decision phase (0), spin-out process phase (1), set-up

the spinout phase (2) and manage the spinOLIt phase (3).

General introduction

Spinout A was spun-out of Shell GS in 2000, and since then has functioned as a spinout. At current the

spinout employs 100 people and targets the R&D experimentation market, as it offers the outsource of

high-throughput experimentation, the sale of research system tools and self-manages product-IP for new

drugs and biofuels. During the first years of its existence spinout A developed the core elements of its

advanced high-throughput experimentation processes by investing significant resources to upgrade the

technology it inherited from Shell GS, such as the 10-9 scale parallel catalyst-testing platform, technology

for heterogeneous catalysis research, parallel batch reactors and catalyst preparation robotics. Furthermore,

new systems and the associated software were developed to create a fully integrated process for high

throughput experimentation. Since 2003 the spinout realized it needed more focus in its approach, and

converged its attention on catalysis research for the chemical- and oil industries and on crystallization

research for the pharmaceutical industry. In 2005, Spinout A started with the sales of research system tools,

and in 2006 the spinout initiated an own program for developing new drugs and biofuels. These

developments made spinout A profitable since 2006, which makes an IPO a logical next step.
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Internal project

The process used by spinout A was invented and further improved by the catalyst R&D group at Shell

since 1994 in order to faster de-risk and deploy new catalysts. The catalyst R&D group was under lead of a

visionary R&D manager who can be considered as the technology inventor. The original idea with the new

process for high-throughput experimentation was that this process could be used for faster de-risking of

new catalysts inside Shell. First results with the new process showed great contribution to an improved

speed for deploying new catalysts. However, next to the very promising results that could be achieved with

the new process in the near future, it became also clear that large investments were needed to further grow

the technology, including investments in robot technology and experimentation software. The technology

inventor, and since early 1998 the official project leader for the internal project, realised that the large

investments and the needed expertise in traditional non-Shell industries suited the project for a broadly

supported spinout, because of its ability to attract VC investments, while at the same time allowing for

shareholders with relevant technology backgrounds to join in. After some discussion the project leader was

given six months by Shell GS to find interested parties, that not only would invest as shareholders in the

new spinout, but also to serve as its first guaranteed customers - which was a hard condition for Shell GS.

In the months following, the project leader found a set of interested parties meeting the demands of Shell

GS, after which was decided that a spinout was the preferred future option.

Strategic decision (phase 0)

In 2000, the spin-out of internal project A was decided based on the following strategic reasons:

• Spinouts are used for efficient governance (# I)

• Spinouts are used to create strategic coherence (#4)

• Spinouts are used to create synergies with products/ services (#6)

The first strategic reason for a spin-out of internal project A is that a spinout was a more efficient way to

develop the high throughput experimentation technology. As the costs involved in developing this new

technology are significant, and a spin-out allowed to attract VC investments and industry shareholders, a

spinout was in a more favourable position to make the economics of this project work.

The second strategic reason for a spin-out of internal project A is that a spinout created better strategic

coherence for Shell GS. The product of internal project A was something Shell GS was very interested in as

a customer for its catalyst business, but not as an owner as it required expertise and competing in typical

non-Shell industries. Creating a spinout, where multiple shareholders owned the technology, would allow

Shell GS to refocus its R&D resources, and focus more on its role as a customer of this market.

The third strategic reason for a spin-out of internal project A is that the technology was interesting for

Shell GS, as it had the potential of creating synergies with its current catalyst business. As a result, Shell

GS had great interest in making sure that this technology was further developed by an entity with which it

could maintain a close relationship, in order to create synergies for its internal experimentation capacity.

Spin-out process (phase 1)

The spin-out process of internal project A to a newly formed spinout company owned by a consortium of

companies and universities went smoothly. Within six months interested parties were selected and the term

sheets were signed, and within another three months the set-up of the new spinout could begin. This speed

was achieved because a professional external party (an investment bank) took the lead in drafting all terms.

The negotiated terms during the spin-out process were regarded fair in terms of the sale, licensing and

active IP protection agreements, both for the spinout and the other shareholders. The only problem that

originated from the spin-out process phase was that during the spin-out negotiations no formal agreements

were signed regarding the level of the mandatory orders by the companies in the consortium, as only

informal agreements were agreed upon. An overview of the assessment can be seen in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3: Spin-out process assessment of spinout A

,I Dimension Assessment ( positive / neutral/negative)

Negotiation + : The spin-out went smoothly, within 9 months partners were selected and terms negotiated

Negotiation + : Negotiated terms were fair regarding IP sale, licensing and protection for the spinout

Negotiation o : Informal agreement that partners are guaranteed customers should have been formally fixed

Set-up the spinout (phase 2)

The set-up phase can be subdivided into topics based on four areas of the Bell-Mason model presented

earlier, allowing an assessment of each area (Mason & Rohner, 2002). Next to these four dimensions that

assess the quality of the set-up phase, some remarks can be made regarding the set-up of the formal and

informal governance structure (De Man, 2006) for spinout A. The full assessment can be seen in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4: Set-up assessment of spinout A

Dimension Assessment ( positive / neutral/negative)

Product + : Technical characteristics and advantages of product lead to strong competitive position

Product + : Successors and future income-streams based on the original technology identified

Product 0: Focus on a specific technology direction to create a competitive position initially not done

Market + : Internal marketing towards stakeholders was very profound, and led to large investments

Market - : Commercial focus was very low, and only in 2002 first commercial employees were hired

Market - : Business plan was visionary, but was not realistic in terms of expectations stated

People + : Board composition consists of people with relevant, complementary fields of expertise

People + : Recruiting went well, as having a technology focus and Shell-reputation attracted researchers

People 0: CEO has much knowledge of technology and was charismatic, but had no commercial skills

People o : Secondees fostered progress, but lowered entrepreneurial spirit and created a sub-culture

People - : Team was initially too large, making a downsize necessary to enter new period of growth

Finance + : Sufficient finances for further de-risking and business development are successfully secured

Finance + : Financial control functions are successfully set-up

Finance - : Cash burn rate is high for the size and strategy of the spinout, due to legion available finances

Governance + : Needed support by 10 Shell-secondees set-up, next to legal & HSE support, helping progress

Governance - : Initially too much shareholders invited, leading to diverse expectations and lower focus

Manage the spinout (phase 3)

The assessment of the management phase can be described as assessing the progress over the lifetime of

the spinout, mostly in regard to issues found and opportunities discovered after the initial set-up. This phase

relates with the earlier assessed governance dimension, as aligning the spinout partners over time is an

important aspect (De Man, 20q6; Lord et aI., 2002), as well as maintaining an ongoing relation with the

parent organization (Govindarajan & Trimble, 2005). The assessment of spinout A is given in Table 3.5.

Table 3.5: Management assessment of spinout A

Dimension Assessment ( positive / neutral/negative)

Progress + : Focus on core markets after renewed setup in 2003 led to growth and profitability since 2005

Progress + : Alignment between involved parties improved since 2003 (spinout, YCs, other shareholders)

Progress + : Bringing in YCs in 2003 smart move, as it increased focus and commercial discipline

Progress 0: Shell was relatively inactive as a customer and sponsor of the new technology until 2007

Progress - : Progress in first years (2000-2003) lacked commercial foundation, overspending happened
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Overview

This section explained the history of spinout A as an internal project, the reasoning behind its spin-out,

and an assessment of the spin-out process, set-up and management phase. These analyses can be grouped

into the an overview of spinout A as depicted in Figure 3.1, which is further explained in Appendix B.

In the overview can be seen that the combination of the people involved in the internal project

(convinced project manager), the dominant view of Shell GS on the internal project (investments regarded

as large, new unknown markets targeted), and the strategic reasons strived for by Shell GS (more efficient

governance, strategic refocus of limited resources, and possible synergies for Shell GS with the product of

the spinout) led to the actual spin-out of internal project A. The other seven potential strategic reasons for a

spinout - as introduced in chapter two - were in this case no argument for creating a spinout.

The subsequent spin-out phase was successful although informal agreements made during this phase

should have been formalized. The set-up phase, split-up in five different areas, was average with scores

ranging from -0.3 till 0.7. The market dimension of the set-up scored lowest, due to a low commercial

focus and unrealistic growth forecasts at the time of set-up. The product dimension of the set-up scored

highest, driven by the strong technical capabilities of the product and the identification of multiple income

streams and successors during the set-up of Spinout A. On the governance dimension can be noted that

especially difficulties with the invitation of many stakeholders in the set-up led to the score of 0.0 The

management-phase of spinout A, in which the progress over time is assessed again scored relatively high,

based on an increased focus to specific markets, the continuing alignment of the many stakeholders, and the

professionalism added by the invitation of VC companies in the spinout. Based on the assessment can be

concluded that spinout A, although only having an averagely successful set-up phase, is functioning

properly, leading to high probabilities of achieving the strategic reasons initially strived for by Shell GS.
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Figure 3.1: Case assessment spinout A
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Table 3.7: Set-up assessment of spinout C

Dimension Assessment ( positive! neutral! negative)

Product + : Technical characteristics and advantages of product lead to strong competitive position

Product + : Multiple successors of the current main products are identified

Product - : Risks with potential disruptive pricing in supply chain not timely identified and managed

Market + : Marketing-plan, including engagements with policy makers, works relatively efficient

Market 0: Business plan is clear, but due to enormous technical possibilities more focus is needed

Market - : Market is more close to Shell Bitumen than expected, leading to a lower support of Shell

People + : Board composition consists of people with relevant, complementary fields of expertise

People + : Recruiting employees went smoothly, technical employees were seconded from Shell

People 0: CEO had a lot of relevant background with spinout ventures, but was not available full-time

Finance + : Sufficient finances for further de-risking and business development are successfully secured

Finance + : Financial control functions are successfully set-up

Finance + : Cash burn rate is healthy, given the size and strategy of the spinout

Governance + : Inviting a VC and an external management-partner into spinout added professionalism

Governance 0: Needed support functions with Shell are set-up (seconding, HSE) others not (legal, pensions)

Manage the spinout (phase 3)

The assessment of the management phase can be described as assessing the progress over the lifetime of

the spinout, mostly in regard to issues found and opportunities discovered after the initial set-up. This phase

relates with the earlier assessed governance dimension, as aligning the spinout partners over time is an

important aspect (De Man, 2006; Lord et aI., 2002), as well as maintaining an ongoing relation with the

parent organization (Govindarajan & Trimble, 2005). The assessment of spinout C is given in Table 3.8.

Table 3.8: Management assessment of spinout C

Dimension Assessment ( positive! neutral! negative)

Progress +: Alignment between involved parties (spinout, Shell GS, Kenda, UKM) going well since 2004

Progress 0: Progress from 2004 to 2008 significant, although projects on commercial scale not started

Progress - : Shell GS support through informal use of on the job technical support and network is lacking

Overview

This section explained the history of spinout C as an internal project, the reasoning behind its spin-out,

and an assessment of the spin-out process, set-up and management phase. These analyses can be grouped

into the an overview of spinout C as depicted in Figure 3.2, which is further explained in Appendix B.

In the overview can be seen that the combination of the people involved in the internal project

(convinced project manager), the dominant view of Shell GS on the internal project (speed of.progress not

sufficient, new unknown markets targeted), and the strategic reasons strived for by Shell GS (more efficient

governance, strategic refocus of limited resources, and as last option for monetization of the technology)

led to the actual spin-out of internal project C. The other seven potential strategic reasons for a spinout - as

introduced in chapter two - were in this case no argument for creating a spinout.

The subsequent spin-out phase was successful, except that - by hindsight - important price agreements

were not negotiated. The set-up phase, split-up in five different areas, also was relatively successful with

scores ranging from 0.0 till 1.0. The market dimension of the set-up scored lowest, due to a low focus on

main markets and difficulties as markets overlap with Shell GS markets. The finance dimension of the set

up scored highest, driven by sufficient secured funding, appropriate financial controls and healthy cash
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burn rate during the set-up of Spinout C. On the governance dimension can be noted that despite minor

difficulties with the timely set-up of needed support functions by Shell GS a score of 0.5 is achieved. The

management-phase of spinout C scored below par compared to earlier phases as despite stakeholder

alignment is strong, the speed of the technology de-risking progress is not very high, and informal support

from Shell in creating a successful spinout is missing. Based on the assessment can be concluded that

spinout C, despite some issues in the management phase is functioning reasonably properly, leading to

medium- to high probabilities of achieving the strategic reasons initially strived for by Shell GS.
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3.3.3 Spinout E
This section will analyse the third case study of this MSc-thesis, which is called spinout E. This section

will consist of six paragraphs, followed up by an overview of the spinout-case. The six paragraphs are:

general introduction, internal project phase, strategic decision phase (0), spin-out process phase (1), set-up

the spinout phase (2) and manage the spinout phase (3).

General introduction
Spinout E was spun-out of Shell GS in 2007. and since then has functioned as a spinout. At current the

spinout employs six people and targets the heat-exchanging equipment market. Spinout E aims to improve

the business performance of large industrial processes that include heat-exchanging installations by

producing designs for innovative heat-exchanging equipment that is licensed to be produced by metal and

heat exchanger fabricators. The invented technology of spinout E leads to significant benefits over regular

heat-exchanging equipment, such as less damaging flow induced tube vibration, 30% less pressure drop on

the heat exchanger shell-side and 15% improved heat exchanger energy efficiencies.
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Internal project

The process used by spinout E was invented and further improved by the engineering R&D group at

Shell GS since 2000 after feasibility studies showed promising results, as significant potential advantages

over conventional shell and tube designs were observed. After further de-risking of the technology with

creative ways of funding coming from the technology inventors line management and subsidies from the

Dutch government, the first 15 innovative heat exchangers were sold on a commercial basis to internal

Shell customers in 2004. Fundings were secured as the technology inventor, together with his direct line

management, actively promoted the use of the technology, as they believed in the upward potential of the

new technology in the conservative heat exchanger market. Nevertheless this could not prevent that

according to the management the technology had not much strategic importance for Shell GS, and in 2006

was decided that this internal project would one way or another leave Shell GS in the foreseeable future.

Strategic decision (phase 0)

In 2007, the spin-out of internal project E was decided based on the following strategic reasons:

• Spinouts are used for efficient governance (#1)

• Spinouts are used to create strategic coherence (#4)

• Spinouts are used to create synergies with products/ services (#6)

The first strategic reason for a spin-out of internal project E is that a spinout was a more efficient way to

further develop the new heat exchanging technology. Cost structures inside Shell GS do not favour small

scale projects such as internal project E, as Shell GS has a high overhead and significant internal transfer

prices, hence making a spinout a more favourable vehicle for the financials of the project.

The second strategic reason for a spin-out of internal project E is that a spinout created better strategic

coherence for Shell GS. The product of internal project E would compete with other companies on the heat

exchanging equipment market, in which Shell GS did not want to be active as this market has very different

characteristics than its current markets. The spin-out of internal project E allowed Shell GS to refocus its

R&D resources and attention on current markets and products.

The third strategic reason for a spin-out of internal project E is that the technology was interesting for

Shell GS, as it had the potential of creating synergies with its current refining business, as refining

installations make extensive use of heat exchangers. As a result, Shell GS had interest in making sure that

this technology was further developed by an entity with which it could maintain a close relationship, in

order to create benefits for the refining business Shell operates.

Spin-out process (phase 1)

The spin-out process of internal project E from Shell GS to a newly formed spinout company under the

Shell Technology Ventures Fund I did not go smoothly. Despite that the size of the spun-out internal

project E was relatively small, it still took 18 months to finalize the transaction. The main reason for this

was severe legal bureaucracy (more than 15 lawyers involved, working for different internal Shell

businesses). This was necessary as no templates were available on how to transfer Shell GS patents to the

Shell Technology Ventures Fund I. Finally a patent transfer price and a support-structure for the new

spinout were negotiated, including the agreements for seconding of Shell GS employees. Although the

agreed value of the patents was regarded fair, the prices negotiated for the support-structure were relatively

high. It was negotiated that the spinout should be charged for the support-services as an external party,

while at the same policies and compliance regulations for the spinout were comparable to that of a Shell

entity. Consequently, the long duration of the spinout process influenced the chances of success spinout E,

as during these months almost no progress on the de-risking of technology and business development was

made. Furthermore all lawyers involved accounted for significant costs (> €600.000) in regard to the value

of the IP transferred (€I.OOO.OOO). An overview of the assessment can be seen in Table 3.9.
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Table 3.9: Spin-out process assessment of spinout E

Dimension Assessment ( positive / neutral/negative)

Negotiation + : The negotiated patent-valuation deal is regarded as fair by the newly created spinout

Negotiation - : The spin-out process did not went smoothly, completing the transaction took 18 months

Negotiation - : The negotiated support-structure pricing was high; spinout is charged as an external party.

Negotiation - : Severe legal involvement (> €600.000), as no standardized transfer structure was available

Set-up the spinout (phase 2)

The set-up phase can be subdivided into topics based on four areas of the Bell-Mason model presented

earlier, allowing an assessment of each area (Mason & Rohner, 2002). Next to these four dimensions that

assess the quality of the set-up phase, some remarks can be made regarding the set-up of the formal and

informal governance structure (De Man, 2006) of spinout E. The full assessment can be seen in Table 3.10.

Table 3.10: Set-up assessment of spinout E

Dimension Assessment ( positive / neutral/negative)

Product + : Technical characteristics and advantages of product lead to strong competitive position

Product + : Plan for further de-risking of technology created, mainly done by external R&D partners

Market + : Market forecast is done; market is known, sufficiently large and does not have to be created

Market o: Marketing-plan works efficient, incl. engagements with customers, but website not finalized

Market - : Initially the internal project business plan was used, not a dedicated spinout business plan

People + : Board composition consists of people with relevant, complementary fields of expertise

People 0: Recruiting employees was hard, but technical skills were successfully seconded from Shell

People 0: CEO had a lot of experience with managing teams, but not within an entrepreneurial context

Finance + : Sufficient finances for further de-risking and business development are successfully secured

Finance + : Financial control functions are successfully set-up

Finance - : Cash burn rate is high for the size and strategy of the spinout, due to pricing for secondment

Governance + : Support by two Shell-secondees is set-up, helping the spinout with business development

Governance + : Inviting Kenda Capital added professionalism, and helped with legal support for the spinout

Governance - : Needed support by Shell initially not yet set-up (financial advice, pension, admin, payroll)

Governance - : Mandatory Shell policies (on HR, HSE) regarded as negative impact on entrepreneurial spirit

Manage the spinout (phase 3)

The assessment of the management phase can be described as assessing the progress over the lifetime of

the spinout, mostly in regard to issues found and opportunities discovered after the initial set-up. This phase

relates with the earlier assessed governance dimension, as aligning the spinout partners over time is an

important aspect (De Man, 2006; Lord et aI., 2002). as well as maintaining an ongoing relation with the

parent organization (Govindarajan & Trimble, 2005). The assessment of spinout E is given in Table 3.11.

Table 3.11: Management assessment of spinout E

Dimension Assessment ( positive / neutral/negative)

Progress + : Strong focus on the de-risking of technology, which is perceived as key step in the two years

Progress - : Set-up of support functions with Shell delayed (financial advice, pension, admin, payroll)

Progress - : Shell is still relatively inactive as a customer and active sponsor of the new technology
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Overview

This section explained the history of spinout E as an internal project, the reasoning behind its spin-out,

and an assessment of the spin-out process, set-up and management phase. These analyses can be grouped

into the an overview of spinout E as depicted in Figure 3.3, which is further explained in Appendix B.

In the overview can be seen that the combination of the people involved in the internal project

(convinced project manager), the dominant view of Shell GS on the project (product had not much strategic

value, new unknown markets targeted), and the strategic reasons strived for by Shell GS (more efficient

governance, strategic refocus of limited resources, and possible synergies for Shell GS with the product of

the spinout venture) led to the actual spin-out of internal project E. The other seven potential strategic

reasons for a spinout - as introduced in chapter two - were in this case no argument for creating a spinout.

The subsequent spin-out phase was unsuccessful as the negotiation process took over 18 months, the

negotiated support prices were high, and the involved legal costs were high. The set-up phase, split-up in

five different areas, went relatively okay with scores ranging from 0.0 till 1.0. The market dimension of the

set-up scored lowest, due to an only partly effective marketing strategy and the lack of a business plan. The

product dimension of the set-up scored highest, driven by the strong technical capabilities of the product

and clear planning on the further de-risking of the heat exchanger technology. On the govemance

dimension, which together with the market dimension scored lowest, can be noted that especially

difficulties with the set-up of needed additional support from Shell GS and the stifling effect of mandatory

Shell policies led to a score of 0.0. Partly as a result of the previous phases, the management-phase of

spinout E also scored relatively low, due to still missing support functions and low involvement of Shell as

a sponsor of the technology. Based on the assessment can be concluded that spinout E is only functioning

okay, leading to medium probabilities of achieving the strategic reasons initially strived for by Shell GS.

phase -1:

Internal Spinout E
project .r-----------------------.,

- Convinced internal project manager, who also was the technology inventor
- New heat exchanger technology had not much strategic value to Shell GS
- Heat-exchanging equipment market traditional is a non-Shell GS market

Pursue
Speed-up Strategic Explore future Synergies with

disruptive
technologies

Innovation cycle coherence markets currant activities

Final option for
Stimulate

Expenence for
Recruit and

entrepreneurial retain
monetization

culture
management

researchers

+ 0.0 (4)

Figure 3.3: Case assessment spinout E

·0.3 (3)
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3.3.4 Spinout P
This section will analyse the fourth case study of this MSc-thesis, which is called spinout P. This section

will consist of six paragraphs, followed up by an overview of the spinout-case. The six paragraphs are:

general introduction, internal project phase, strategic decision phase (0), spin-out process phase (J), set-up

the spinout phase (2) and manage the spinoUl phase (3).

General introduction

Spinout P was spun-out of Shell GS in 2004, and since then has functioned as a spinout. At current the

spinout employs four people, who mostly are contractors, and targets the interior building market. Spinout

P produces high-quality plastics for interior use that compete with marble, but are made from recycled

PET-streams. Since 2004 the focus of spinout P is on the de-risking and upscaling of the process, which is

done by a contracted company in Spain. As the created building materials are made from a waste-stream,

the products of spinout P can be regarded as green products, leading to significant competitive advantage.

Internal project

The process used by spinout P was invented by a group of persons during a lunch in early 2003, which

was initiated in response to the spin-out of internal project C. The idea behind the invented process was the

assumption that high-quality building materials can also be created by PET-streams instead of heavy

carbon streams. The technology inventor participated in this lunch, and decided to explore the identified

theoretical opportunities further through initial tests, ultimately leading to a set of patents for use by Shell

GS. During the next j 8 months an internal project was started to further de-risk the technology and explore

the exact value of the patents by scanning commercial opportunities through talking with potential PET

stream suppliers, such as soft-drink companies. This also helped Shell to demonstrate a value-shaping role

in engaging with potential partners, which were also customers of the glycol-business run by Shell

Chemicals. In 2004 it became clear that although potential partners recognized the value of the new

process, they were not willing to initiate a joint venture with Shell to further develop the technology. As a

result it was decided that internal project P would be discontinued at Shell as in the foreseeable future.

Strategic decision (phase 0)

In 2004, the spin-out of internal project P was decided based on the following strategic reasons:

• Spinouts are used for efficient governance

• Spinouts are used to create strategic coherence

• Spinouts are used as final option to monetize technology

(#1)

(#4)

(#7)

The first strategic reason for a spin-out of internal project P is that a spinout was a more efficient way to

further develop the PET-based materials technology. Cost structures inside Shell as do not favour small

scale projects such as internal project P, because Shell as has a high overhead and significant internal

transfer prices, hence making a spinout a more favourable vehicle for the financials of the project.

The second strategic reason for a spin-out of internal project P is that a spinout created better strategic

coherence for Shell as. The product of internal project P would be competing on the plastic building

materials market, in which Shell as is not active. The spin-out of internal project P allowed Shell as to

refocus its R&D resources and attention on current markets and products.

The third strategic reason for a spin-out of internal project P is that a spinout was the only viable option

left to monetize the patented technology, as licensing was no option due to the immaturity of the

technology. In order to unlock the value of the patents, Shell GS was obliged to prove that the process

would be possible on a commercial scale. Hence, assuming the patents actually allow creating PET-based

interior building materials on a commercial scale, a spinout was the best option to monetize this value.
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technical capabilities of the product and identification of multiple successors of the main product. The

finance dimension scored equally high, due to sufficient secured funding, appropriate financial controls and

healthy cash burn rate during the set-up of Spinout P. On the governance dimension can be noted that

especially some problems originating with the small-scale set-up of the seconding structure (15% of a FIE)

led to a score of 0.5. The management-phase of spinout P scored below par, as the R&D contracting

resulted in a low entrepreneurial culture, which resulted - in combination with factors as a missing business

plan - in a low pace in the overall progress of the technology de-risking, next to the lack of Shell acting as

a sponsor or customer of the technology. Based on the assessment can be concluded that spinout P is

functioning below par, despite particularly strong elements in the set-up dimensions can be identified,

leading to low- to medium probabilities of achieving the strategic reasons initially strived for by Shell OS.

3.3.5 Overview
This section will provide a cross-case analysis of the previous sections that have assessed the Shell OS

spinout-cases. The goal of this section is to identify similarities and differences of the empirical findings on

the individual case level in order to provide further insight into the best practices and encountered issues of

Shell OS spinouts. This is an advantage of studying multiple cases, because when used correctly it allows

building a logical chain of evidence out of the individual findings (Yin, 1994; Miles & Huberman, 1994).

The next five subsections will create a cross-case analysis of the five phases of a spinout, exactly as used in

the assessment framework of the individual cases. An overview can be seen in Figure 3.5.

Internal project (phase -1)

The internal project phase of the spinout-cases are characterized by situations in which there is a strongly

convinced, often charismatic, technology inventor as project leader involved. Furthermore, in all four cases

the internal project was set-up to target a new, previously non-Shell OS market. This latter found trend can

be explained as internal projects targeting new markets in general have low chances of success in a matured

organization (Chandy & Tellis, 1998), and thus by nature suit a spinout. These are two important, recurring

features that identified in the four internal projects that eventually have become spinouts of Shell OS. Next

to these generic characteristics of the investigated spinouts, four additional but non-recurring factors have

been identified regarding the internal project phase, which can be seen in Figure 3.5.

The cross-case analysis leads to two findings in regard to the internal project phase of spinouts:

I) "Internal projects that have a convinced technology inventor acting as internal project manager

significantly increase the probability of a spin-out."

2) "Internal projects that target markets that are traditional no markets of the parent organization

significantly increase the probability of a spin-out."

Strategic decision (phase 0)

The strategic decision phase of the spinout-cases are characterized by situations in which the need for

more efficient ways of worlfing for small-scale projects (McElroy, 2003), and the constant need of large

organizations to refocus their R&D resources to create the highest impact (Burgelman et a\., 2004) are

strategic reasons underlying all four spinout-cases. Furthermore, there are two other strategic reasons often

identified that increase the chances of a spin-out: (l) the parent organization can create synergies with the

output of the spinout (Iansiti & Levien, 2004), such as high throughput experimentation or heat exchangers,

or (2) the R&D could only be efficiently monetized through a spinout (Ledbetter & Zipkin, 2002).

Also the absence of the other six strategic reasons in the four spinout-cases is remarkable. Potential

explanations are that the indirect and longer-term strategic reasons (#2, #3, #5) and less measurable

strategic reasons (#8, #9, #10) are not strived for by a parent organization with a de-centralized, opportunity

driven corporate spinout activity.
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The cross-case analysis leads to six findings in regard to the strategic decision phase of spinouts:

I) "Internal projects that can achieve a more efficient governance through a spinout significantly

increase the probability of a spin-out."

2) "Internal projects that have low strategic value and are nominated for a reallocation of the R&D

resources assigned significantly increase the probabiJjty of a spin-out."

3) "Internal projects that produce services or products that create synergies with the parent

organization services or products significantly increase the probability of a spin-out."

4) "Internal projects that use R&D output that can only be efficiently monetized outside the parent

organization significantly increase the probability of a spin-out."

5) "Indirect and longer-term strategic advantages (#2, #3, #5) to use spinouts for technology

monetization are not considered as Shell GS uses an ad-hoc, opportunity driven spinout activity."

6) "Less measurable, employee-centred advantages (#8, #9, #10) to use spinouts for technology

monetization are not considered as Shell GS uses an ad-hoc, opportunity driven spinout activity."

Spin-out process (phase I)

The spin-out phase of the spinout-cases is characterized by situations in which the negotiation process

often was completed timely, as the negotiations were efficiently led by Shell (spinout A), or the

negotiations only included the transfer of little IP (spinout C, P). An exception in regard to this is spinout E,

in which the negotiations took too much time, which led unfavourable consequences for the newly created

spinout, negatively influencing the subsequent phases of spinout E. This can also be linked to the issue of

missing agreements during the spin-out process at other spinout-cases, which are identified at spinout A

(missing formalized agreements regarding involvement of shareholders as customer), spinout C (missing

price agreements regarding a critical supply-stream) and spinout P (missing formalized IP- agreements

regarding the legal use of patens by the spinout).

These two points are interrelated, as in cases (spinout E) too much is formally agreed, leading to negative

consequences (high legal costs, valuable time consumed) for the spinout, and in other cases (spinout A, C,

P) too little is formally agreed, also leading to negative consequences for the spinout. There can thus be

concluded that there is an optimum negotiation process possible. in which all topics that have practical day

to-day relevance for the spinout are formally negotiated (minimum demand of shareholders, price

agreements, use of patents) while other time-consuming, less necessary agreements (limiting policies, terms

of reference, codes of conduct, extensive royalty structure) are either standardized or even skipped.

Furthermore can be concluded that the negotiation outcomes regarding the valuation of the IP and royalty

structure both to be paid by the spinout venture to the parent organization are regarded as important success

factors during this phase. In order to achieve realistic outcomes of the negotiation strived for, an enterprise

first mindset is needed during the negotiations as the success of the spinout indirectly leads to success for

Shell-group. On the contrary does sub-optimization on the Shell-business level lead to short-term financial

gain, but it decreases the chances of success for the spinout, and thus for Shell GS, in the long-term..

The cross-case analysis leads to two findings in regard to the spin-out phase of spinouts:

I) "A spin-out process that covers all practical relevant topics, while standardizing or excluding topics

with less practical relevance for spinout growth, increases the chances of success for the spinout."

2) "An enterprise-first culture (the absence of sub-optimization) will lead to realistic outcomes in the

patent valuation and royalty structure and thus increases the chances of success for the spinout."

Set-up the spinout (phase 2)

The set-up phase of the spinout-cases needs to be further split-up in the dimensions as used earlier in

order to create an adequate cross-case analysis on basis of the replication and non-replication of findings.

The product dimension, which in general can be considered to have happened the most successful in the
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four spinout-cases under investigation, is characterized by situations where the product often technically is

superior to its direct competitors (spinout A, E), or at least has a significant edge over its competitors due to

unique product characteristics (spinout C, P). Next to this, in three cases (spinout A, C, P) already during

the actual set-up potential successors were identified.

The market dimension, which in general can be considered to have happened the least successful in the

four spinout-cases under investigation, is characterized by situations where the commercial focus of the

spinouts initially was low, also expressed in spinouts which were set-up without much commercial focus

(spinout A, C, P) and spinouts set-up without a realistic business plan (spinout A, E, P). The empirical

findings in the product and market dimension can be combined in a finding, suited for further research, that

at a technology-oriented parent organization the management of a spinout tend to have a strong focus on

the technical product capabilities and the interrelated technology de-risking strategy, possibly negatively

influencing the equally required focus on commercial aspects regarding the spinout.

The people dimension, which in general can be considered to have happened averagely successful in the

investigated spinout-cases is characterized by situations with a strong board in place (spinout A, C, E, P)

and a relatively smooth recruiting of employees (spinout A, C, E). Problems in this dimension originated

due to the lack of a CEO (spinout P), a CEO with missing relevant competences or background (spinout A,

E), or the initial too small (spinout P) or too large (spinout A) set-up of the spinout. An encompassing

finding about the issues of the four spinout-cases in the people dimension is that recruiting a competent

CEO is a critical success factor, as this directly influences many other dimensions (such as the named issue

with the product- and market focus), but also influences the issue regarding the overly small or large initial

set-up, as this is a direct result of the strategy chosen by the CEO.

The finance dimension, which in general can be considered to have happened successful in the four

spinout-cases under investigation, is characterized by situations with sufficient secured funds (spinout A, C,

E, P), the set-up of appropriate financial controls (spinout A, C, E, P), and partly as a result of the previous

two findings - quite healthy cash burn rates (spinout C, P), except if the team is set-up too large given the

strategy chosen (spinout A) or due to unfavourable outcomes of the earlier negotiation phase (spinout E).

A concluding finding about these issues is that appropriate financial controls help to prevent unhealthy high

cash burn rates, except if this is a result of the chosen strategy or of previously negotiated terms.

The governance dimension, which in general can be considered to have happened successful in the four

spinout-cases, is characterized by situations in which the needed secondment is set-up (spinout A, C, E, P),

and value-adding governance partners, often through a CVC unit, were invited (spinout C, E, P). Problems

in this dimension originated due to the invitation of too many governance partners (spinout A), strict

mandatory Shell policies (spinout E), or the missing set-up of aU needed support (spinout C, P). A related

conclusion is that to prevent issues in the governance dimension strong corporate communication and

negotiation skills are paramount, as the spinout accesses valuable resources through its governance partners

that by nature are by continuous negotiation and interaction with other entities (De Man, 2006).

The cross-case analysis leads to four findings in regard to the set-up phase of spinouts:

I) "At technology-oriented parent organizations, the spinout management tend to have a focus on the

technical product capabilities, negatively influencing the required focus on commercial aspects."

2) "Recruiting the right CEO is a critical success factor for a spinout, as this directly influences many

other set-up dimensions, and thus increases the chances of success for the spinout."

3) "Financial controls effectively prevent high cash burn rates, which increases the chances of success

for the spinout, except if the high cash bum rate is a result of the strategy or negotiated agreements."

4) "Strong corporate communication and negotiation skills are paramount for a spinout, as continuous

negotiation and interaction with other entities is key to overcome governance issues, next to securing

resource access available through partners, and thus increase the chances of success for the spinout."
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Manage the spinout (phase 3)

The management phase of the spinout-cases is characterized by situations in which the alignment of

partners is in general relatively well managed (spinout A, C, E), next to the needed increased focus on

specific markets targeted by the spinout and technology applications is made (spinout A, E). These two

points are interlinked as a strong alignment prevents sub-optimization of the stakeholders by purely

protecting their own interests, which in turn creates a situation that the prevents the spinout to execute a

sharply focussed strategic direction in order to keep all non-aligned stakeholders content.

Furthermore, repetitively formal and informal support - as a customer and sponsor - of Shell GS is

missing (spinout A, C, E, P), despite that this is a key success factor for spinouts (Lord et aI., 2002). Also,

issues were identified regarding the choice for a seconding- (spinout A) or R&D partnering structure

(spinout P), as both were reported to in the long-term limit the entrepreneurial culture of a spinout.

The cross-case analysis leads to three findings in regard to the management phase of spinouts:

I) "A management phase that continuously aims to align the goals of the stakeholders through clear

communication will foster a focused strategic direction of the spinout on specific markets and

technology applications, and thus increases the chances of success for the spinout."

2) "Formal and informal support of the parent organization as an active customer and sponsor of the

spinout are critical success factors, which increases the chances of success for the spinout."

3) "Direct or in-direct outsourcing of the R&D, through a seconding- or partnership structure, in the

long-term decreases the level of the entrepreneurial culture experienced at the spinout."
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Figure 3.5: Overview ofcase assessments
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3.4 Conclusion
This chapter introduced the individual assessments of four Shell GS spinouts over the phases of its

lifetime, after which the recurring and non-recurring findings, as found under different conditions, of the

individual cases are bundled into generic findings based on the population of Shell GS spinouts.

The first part of this chapter consists of the individual assessments of four Shell GS spinouts, which are

categorized as findings in the different phases of the spinout lifetime. In some phases the findings are

summarized in a narrative form (internal project phase), for the two subsequent phases the findings are

presented in an explanation together with an overview or detailed table (strategic reason- and spin-out

phase) as these findings demand more explanation, and for the final two phases of the spinout lifetime the

findings are given in detailed tables. The four individual assessments in conclusion all lead to a graphical

overview of the spinout-case that accessibly reflects which phases of the spinout elapsed most successful.

The second part of this chapter consists of a cross-case analysis of the findings presented in the individual

spinout-case assessments. Again, as in the individual spinout-case assessment, the cross-case analysis is

subdivided into five phases of the spinout lifetime. For each phase multiple generic findings are created,

which can be regarded as the main output of this chapter.

On the internal project phase can be concluded that two characteristics of the internal project are always

found at Shell GS spinouts, and thus have explanatory value on a spin~out event happening: (I) the

presence of a strongly convinced, charismatic internal project leader who also was the technology inventor,

and (2) the market targeted by the spinout is traditionally no market of the parent organization. These two

characteristics of internal projects that ultimately become spinouts are even more interesting as in current

research on spinouts (see Chesbrough 2003a; Ledbetter & Zipkin; 2002; McElroy, 2003) this phase is often

overlooked. And although frequently ignored by scholars researching spinouts, the internal project phase of

spinouts is a key phase as its characteristics influence the probability of a spin-out.

On the strategic reasons phase can be concluded that when an internal project: (I) needs increased

economic efficiencies (2) needs to reallocate its R&D resources to other internal projects, (3) creates output

that potentially creates synergies with output of the parent organization, or (4) uses R&D output that can

only be monetized efficiently outside the parent organization, this increases the probability of a spin-out.

Furthermore an explanation of encountered phenomena regarding the strategic reasons phase is

encountered which potentially explains why only four out of ten potential strategic reasons for a spin-out of

a Shell GS internal project are strived after: When a parent organization has an ad-hoc, opportunity driven

spinout activity the indirect and longer-term strategic advantages (#2, #3, #5) and the less measurable,

employee-centred strategic advantages (#8, #9, # 10) to use spinouts are less frequently considered.

Also, on the spin-out, set-up and management phase multiple generic findings are given by connecting

the individual cases, which all serve as the main input for the next chapters of this MSc-thesis. Next to this,

conclusions can be drawn from the graphical overview of the spinout-case assessments that conclude the

cross-case analysis, and reflects how the successes of the different phases of Shell GS spinouts compare to

each other. In this respect, in general can be concluded that for Shell GS spinouts the spin-out phase and

management phase have showed a high success-variability, the product, finance and governance dimension

are set-up relatively successful and the market and people dimension are areas in which relatively much

issues manifest themselves. In the next chapter, all cross-case findings of Shell GS spinouts will be

connected to the earlier discussed theoretical analysis, in order to generate directions for redesign.

Concluding, this empirical assessment of multiple dimensions over the lifetime of spinouts has led to

many new insights on the actual functioning of spinouts, which will further be addressed in the next two

chapters. The way in which the key issues faced and success achieved in the different phases are organized,

assessed and summarized are unique in the sense that this type of overview - based on insights from

combined scholarly literature on spinouts - never before is created in research on spinouts.
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4 Diagnosis

This chapter will discuss the diagnosis of the earlier introduced empirical problem as incorporated in the

general research assignment by connecting findings from the theoretical analysis of spinouts (chapter 2)

and empirical analysis of Shell GS spinouts (chapter 3). This diagnosis will result in an exact, verified

overview of areas and initial solution directions for Shell GS to improve its activity of commercializing

technology through spinouts, and thus serves as important input for the solution design in the next chapter.

4.1 Research questions
The starting point of this chapter is the general research assignment and the three research questions.

After diverging from this starting point in the previous two chapters to gather theoretical and empirical data

in order to generate insights on spinouts, it is now time to converge all insights to successfully answer the

research questions in order to tackle the empirical problems encountered at Shell GS. To regain focus on

the final goal for this chapter and the next, the research assignment is defined as:

"Validate over the lifetime of spinouts in which areas Shell GS can improve their actIvIty of
commercializing technology through spinouts, and for these areas to design solutions for improved
technology monetization through spinouts. "

The first part of the research assignment is most appropriate for this chapter, as it states that an aim of

this research is to diagnose in which areas Shell GS can improve their activity of commercializing

technology through spinouts. To provide guidance on the areas that needs to be diagnosed for validating the

exact potential for improvement, this chapter will use the structure as defined in the research questions by

translating the research questions into topics that will be diagnosed. The three research questions are:

J. "How is the R&D output ofShell GS coordinated to take into account monetizing of technology through
spinouts, and how can the current R&D output coordination be improved for an increased effectiveness of
technology monetization through spinouts?"

This chapter will help to answer the first research question by introducing and discussing:

• Diagnosis and directions for redesign of the assessment process of potential spinouts

• Diagnosis and directions for redesign of the actual transfer of internal projects to spinouts

Main sources: Section 1.3, Section 2.1, Section 2.2, Section 3.3 (partial)

2. "What are effective set-up principles and governance structures for Shell GS spinouts, and how can
validated effective set-up principles and governance structures be incorporated into Shell GS for an
increased effectiveness of technology monetization through spinouts?"

This chapter will help to answer the second research question by introducing and discussing:

• Diagnosis and directions for redesign of the four set-up dimensions of spinouts

• Diagnosis and directions for redesign of the governance structure of spinoUls

Main sources: Section 1.3, Section 2.3, Section 3.3 (partial)

3. "What are successful management principles for Shell GS spinouts, and how can validated effective
management principles be incorporated into Shell GS for an increased effectiveness of technology
monetization through spinouts?"

This chapter will help to answer the third research question by introducing and discussing:

• Diagnosis and directions for redesign of management principles of spinouts

Main sources: Section 1.3, Section 2.4, Section 3.3 (partial)
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4.2 Diagnosis of research questions
This section will introduce and discuss the actual diagnoses of the key topics as derived by translating the

three research questions in the previous chapter. After the diagnosis of each topic, the directions for

redesign that lead from the diagnosis are given. Both the diagnosis and the directions for redesign serve as

important input for the next chapter, in which the detailed solution design is presented.

4.2.1 First research question
The first research question, which targets the assessment of potential spinouts and the transfer of internal

projects to spinouts, consists of two topics to be diagnosed, which are numbered diagnosis 1 and 2.

Diagnosis 1: Assessment process of potential spinouts

The selection process aimed at nominating internal projects for a potential spin-out is at current done by

Shell GS in a reactive, opportunistic manner. This is reflected by the finding that only spinouts have been

created when significant lobbying and personal involvement by the internal project manager are observed.

Although the need for an internal champion is certainly a stimulating factor for a spin-out of an internal

projects as recognized by Chesbrough (2003a) and Lord et a1. (2002), this factor should never be the only

decisive factor for the nomination of an internal project for a spin-out; the parent organization should have

a more proactive, visionary assessment and selection process to actively scan its own internal projects.

In addition, also the assessment procedures for analysing a potential spin-out are not fonnaJized at Shell

GS leading to a variable quality of these assessments. Although using fixed decision criteria is difficult as

internal projects suited for spinouts often use new technologies and target new markets, and thus always are

unique situations, which explains the fact that only little scholarly literature is available on this topic from

the perspective of a parent organization (Franklin et aI., 200 I; Leitch & Harrison, 2005), the assessment

procedures can only improve in quality if the procedures are more standardized, and are based on the 

relatively few - validated insights on assessing potential spinouts.

Directions for redesign 1: Assessment process of potential spinouts

• Findings based on experiences at other organizations have shown that the set-up of an internal

corporate venturing unit that can invest in internal R&D output can be an efficient way to organize

the selection and assessment process of potential spinouts, as it centralizes the knowledge on

selecting spinouts, and it creates a group with sufficient critical mass in order to be influential in

the parent organization (Chesbrough 2003, 2003b; Mason & Rohner, 2002).

• Insights from the private equity perspective on venture criteria as given by Mason & Rohner

(2002) can be transferred to effective criteria that can be validated during an assessment of the

potential spin-out of an internal project. Furthermore, insights on the potential strategic advantages

and disadvantages (see section 2.1) for using a spinout can be transferred to criteria, next to

criteria gathered through a holistic assessment of all spinouts under management. In summary,

based on the relatively few insights from the literature strategic-, portfolio- and venture criteria

can be derived to create a more formalized way to assess potential spinouts at Shell GS.

Diagnosis 2: Transfer of internal projects to spinouts

The spin-out phase in which the internal project is transferred to an actual spinout is at current achieved

relatively successful. Although this topic is regarded as very important by the interviewees during the

empirical analysis of the four spinout-cases, it is not covered by scholarly literature on spinouts and open

innovation. In that sense it can be regarded as a topic on spinouts that emerged through interviews with

people daily involved in spinouts. Two dimensions of the spin-out phase that have been identified as

important in the transaction of the four internal projects are the achievement of a timely transaction and

realistic outcomes during the spin-out phase.
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Achieving a timely transaction is defined as transferring the internal project to a spinout within a

reasonable amount of time. Although this definition can be regarded as ambiguous, it cannot be sharpened

further, as every spinout is unique and thus a fixed definition on a timely transaction cannot be set. In the

empirical analysis was found that although most (3 out of 4) internal projects were transferred to spinouts

in a timely fashion, at least one was not, and even in the three timely transferred internal projects some

slack was identified to improve the timely transaction of Shell GS internal projects. A timely transaction is

important as during the transaction further de-risking of the technology and business development are

usually on a low pace, which allows competitors to close in on the newly created spinout.

Realistic outcomes are defined as the transfer of the internal project to a spinout is achieved by

negotiating reasonable terms for both the newly created spinout and Shell GS. Although this definition can

be regarded as ambiguous for the same reasons as the timely transaction, it still can function as a workable

criterion for assessment. Reasonable outcomes are identified in most (three out of four) spinout-cases

investigated, yet even at the spinouts that achieved reasonable outcomes the price agreements and royalty

structure were aimed at creating an income stream for Shell GS on the short-term, not on creating long

term value for Shell GS through the spinout. Achieving realistic negotiation outcomes also helps to achieve

a healthy relationship between the spinout and the parent organization, as the parent organization needs to

be realistically compensated for its efforts to make the spinout a success, which will make it feel valued. At

the same time the spinout needs to quickly achieve profitability, as this is a powerful symbol to generate

credibility with its stakeholders, including with the parent organization (Govindarajan & Trimble, 2005).

Directions for redesign 2: Transfer of internal projects to spinouts

• Internal project can be spin-out in a more timely manner through the exclusion of creating links

with the parent organization which do not gain a crucial competitive advantage, such as links with

support departments that equally use time and resources for negotiating the compensation structure

(Govindarajan & Trimble, 2005). If links with support departments are mandatory due to internal

Shell GS pol.icies, these links need to be standardized so that less time and resources are spend on

negotiating topics that are not 100% necessary for creating a successful spinout.

• During the spin-out phase realistic outcomes can be achieved that benefit all parties involved if the

parent organization can be convinced to treat the spinout as an entity valuable to position for long

term success, rather than treating it as a profit centre (McElroy, 2003). This links to an enterprise

first corporate attitude, as this mindset is needed to convince the internal department of the parent

organization that holds the IP to not treat the to be created spinout as a profit centre. Standardizing

agreements also helps to create realistic outcomes, as this leaves less room for negotiating

counterproductive compensation structures.

4.2.2 Second research question
The second research question, which targets the four set-up dimensions of spinouts and the governance

structure of spinouts, consists of two topics to be diagnosed, which are numbered diagnosis 3 and 4.

Diagnosis 3: Set-up dimensions of spinouts
The diagnosis of the Shell GS spinouts set-up consists of the diagnosis of the four dimensions in the set

up phase as identified earlier: product, market. people and finance dimension (Mason & Rohner, 2002). As

the governance dimension is by nature a quite different dimension, and is added as an additional dimension

to the four dimensions of the Bell-Mason framework the governance dimension will be discussed later.

The product dimension of Shell GS spinouts is set-up relatively successful, as the technical

characteristics of the technology are in all investigated Shell GS spinout-cases superior to competitive or

substituting technology, and successors of the spinout current main product are identified to create some

sustainability. The only real problem identified for Shell GS spinouts in the product dimension is that
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sufficient focus on the main product is lacking, as the spinout kept its focus on exploring even more

possibilities with the new technology (see chapter 3; spinout A, P). This challenge, which can be

refonnulated to setting-up the spinout so that it can effectively transfer a breakthrough idea into

breakthrough growth, is also recognized as a very difficult challenge by Govindarajan & Trimble (2005).

The market dimension of Shell GS spinouts is set-up relatively unsuccessful, although three spinout

cases showed strong marketing-oriented behaviour (spinout A, C, E) and one showed a strong commercial

focus (spinout E). Still, in general a low commercial focus was observed, which also links to the often

strong exploratory focus on new technological possibilities of Shell GS spinouts in the product dimension

as noted earlier. In addition, in two cases (spinout E, P) there was no business plan created, and one case

(spinout A) made use of an unrealistic business plan, which stated insubstantially high ambitions.

The people dimension of Shell GS spinouts is in general set-up with mixed success, although a strong

board composition and the recruitment of needed new employees were in general regarded as successfully

achieved. On the other hand, relatively often the CEO tended to miss some skills (either commercial or

entrepreneurial skills in respectively spinout A, E) or the CEO was only available part-time, or still to be

appointed (spinout C, E). In addition, the set-up of the spinout was initially too large (spinout A) or small

(spinout P), given the goals set by the CEO. Furthermore, questions were raised at Shell GS spinouts

regarding the heavy use of a seconding link (as overuse might create two categories of employees; one with

real attachment to the spinout success, and one who are "only" seconded) and the full outsourcing of

critical spinout functions such as R&D, as this might prevent own learning.

The finance dimension of Shell GS spinouts is in general set-up relatively successful, as sufficient funds

are secured and financial controls are in place in all investigated Shell GS spinouts. The only real problem

identified for Shell GS spinouts in the finance dimension is that the cash burn rate was high due to the

strategy chosen or due to negotiation outcomes in the spin-out phase (spinout A, E).

Directions for redesign 3: Set-up dimensions of spinouts

• Insights from authors as Govindarajan & Trimble (2005) provide guidelines how to let new

ventures cover the middle ground between an exploratory mindset for assessing the technology

options to a focussed mindset for achieving the commercialization of a technology. The authors

call the necessary attitude in the middle ground "Code X", which consists of successfully

forgetting, borrowing and learning for the new venture. These insights can help to provide both

the missing focus on a single technology direction as diagnosed in the product dimension, as well

as providing more of the much-needed commercial focus, as diagnosed in the market dimension.

• Scholarly literature from authors as Khurana (2001) identify the main challenges to overcome for

finding the right CEO, by creating more corporate awareness on the trade-offs that need to be

considered when selecting the right spinout CEO. This direction for redesign is a valuable exercise

for Shell GS regardless of the diagnosis that CEO's of Shell GS spinouts possibly had some

missing competences, as it is counterproductive to further validate this finding.

• Findings of Chesbrough (2003a), Lord et al. (2002) and Mason & Rohner (2002) show that a

flexible business plan has a positive influence on the success chances of spinouts as they serve to

maximise the value captured from technology and increase the commercial focus of the spinout,

because they force the spinout management to foresee challenges and set realistic targets.

• Findings of Govindarajan & Trimble (2005) implicate that spinouts should be careful to outsource

entire functions, as it decreases the learning ability of the spinout in these areas, and in some cases

decreases the ability to successfully forget (when outsourcing functions to the parent organization)

• The cash burn rate issue is covered with the current directions for redesign, as this issue by nature

is a consequence of strategic choices, such as the degree of commercial focus, the CEO selection

(this section), and the negotiation outcomes of the preceding spin-out phase.
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Diagnosis 4: Governance structure of spinouts
The governance dimension of Shell GS spinouts is set-up relatively successful, as in all spinout-cases VC

firms (or a CVC unit) are used to bring critical managerial and entrepreneurial expertise for the spinout, as

argued for by Ledbetter & Zipkin (2002). Furthermore, in all cases at least a significant amount of needed

support is set-up through negotiation with governance partners. Also, aligning the interests of governance

partners, including VC finns, went relatively smooth for the Shell GS spinouts investigated. This was due

to effective negotiation on the board level, as recruiting competent and realistic board members ensured

that the interest of all partners were well served, leading to a relatively easy creation of partner alignment.

The only issues identified in the governance dimension are that occasionally too many, or not the most

value-adding partners were selected (spinout A, P), making efficient governance hard. Other spinouts

regarded the mandatory Shell-policies as limiting (spinout A, E) for creating an own entrepreneurial culture.

Directions for redesign 4: Governance structure of spinouts

• Selecting the right mix of governance partners consists of many perspectives that are covered by

different insights. It can only be achieved with the right strategic focus chosen by the CEO

(Khurana, 200 I), but healthy governance also requires continuous communication and re

negotiation (De Man, 2006), next to sufficient autonomy from the parent organization as close

entanglements with the parent organization can scare potential new partners (Lord et aI., 2002).

• Findings from multiple scholars suggest that parent organizations need to be careful with applying

its policies to a spinout, as this can severely decrease the entrepreneurial spirit, which often makes

the difference between success and failure (Ledbetter & Zipkin, 2002), but also decreases the

ability to successfully forget old dominant mindsets (Govindarajan & Trimble, 2005).

4.2.3 Third research question
The third research question, which targets the management principles to ensure the progress of spinouts

over time, consists of one topic to be diagnosed, which is numbered diagnosis 5.

Diagnosis 5: Spinout management principles
The management phase of Shell GS spinouts is at current achieved with mixed success. Strong

encountered management principles are the continuous drive by the management of all Shell GS spinouts to

achieve partner alignment, and to improve the board composition (spinout A, P). A first generic issue is

that - except at spinout E - all spinouts encountered similar issues with creating a strong commercial focus

after the possibilities with the new technology became clear. This is related to the analogous diagnosis in

the set-up phase as this issue originates from the set-up phase, yet management - except at spinout A - was

not able to solve the low commercial focus over time. The second generic issue with managing Shell GS

spinouts is that at the spinouts investigated, management could not achieve that Shell became a customer,

or even an informal champion of the spinout, which had detrimental consequences for the spinout growth.

Only the management of spinout A, after many years of trying, succeeded to secure Shell as a customer.

Directions for redesign 5: Spinout management principles

• Multiple insights are needed to overcome a low commercial focus to create a successful spinout.

A sound commercial focus requires awareness of the current strategic position and the desired

strategic position, reflected in a sound business plan (Lord et aI., 2002), it involves forgetting

old mindsets, borrowing assets and requires learning (Govindarajan & Trimble, 2005), and all

these things need to be guided by the most applicable and competent CEO (Khurana, 200 I).

• Scholarly literature suggest that spinouts can best try to include the parent organization as an

essential champion or customer by focussing on the benefits if the spinout succeeds (McElroy,

2003), reinforcing the values that both share and avert incentives that reward sub-optimization

(Govindarajan & Trimble, 2005).
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5 Solution Design

This chapter will introduce a detailed solution design for improving the spinout activity of Shell GS

based on the problem diagnosis as presented in the previous chapter. Firstly, the solution design

methodology will be discussed. Secondly, this chapter will introduce and discuss proposed solutions

categorized by problem area, similar as in the previous chapters. Finally, benefits of the proposed solutions

will be compared with their feasibility, and guidelines for implementing the solutions will be given.

5.1 Solution design methodology
Before discussing proposed solutions for the empirical problem of Shell GS, this section will summarize

the solution design approach. Figure 5.1 shows the key design activities based on Van Aken et al. (2006),

who define that after the development of initial directions for redesign the synthesis of available knowledge

to actual solutions for the diagnosed problem starts. Thereafter, the solution design is evaluated, and if not

adequate the synthesis is adapted. This type of solution design methodology is also described by

Chandrasekaran (1990), who states that all problem-solving methodology is by nature part of this propose

critique-modify family of methods. For evaluation of the synthesis interviews with persons involved in the

spinout-activity of Shell GS are conducted. An overview of these interviews can be seen in Appendix A.

This methodology has led to the solution design presented in the next section of this chapter.

no

Figure 5.1: Diagnosis to solution direction (including actors)

5.2 Solution design
This section will introduce the detailed solution design for the empirical problem faced by Shell GS, as

stated in the first chapter of this MSc-thesis. In the same chapter as the empirical problem, also the research

assignment and research questions of this MSc-thesis are introduced. As this chapter will converge the

insights gained during all previous chapters, and to regain focus on the objectives of this MSc-thesis, the

research assignment is again introduced, which is defined as:

"Validate over the lifetime of spinouts in which areas Shell GS can improve their activity of
commercializing technology through spinouts, and for these areas to design solutions for improved
technology monetization through spinouts. "

The second part of the research assignment is most relevant for this chapter, as it states that the aim of

this MSc-thesis is to come to a solution design that can cope with the issues diagnosed. As for a structured

diagnosis a subdivision is made given the research questions, also the proposed solutions will be presented

within the same classification. The previous chapter consisted of a diagnosis and directions for redesign,

which will be elaborated into an aggregated solution design in this chapter. Furthermore, it is important to

realise that success for the spinout leads to success for Shell, and it is thus in general in the best interest of

both parties to make the spinout a success. For this reason, some of the proposed solutions call for actions

by Shell GS, while others require actions taken by the spinout. This insight is included in this report by

stating an actor for each solution. An overview of the diagnosis, solution directions and actors of the

solution direction, which serve as a starting point for more detailed solutions, can be seen in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Diagnosis, initial solution direction, and actors

5.2.1 First research question
The diagnosis of issues related to the first research question led to the identification of four areas in

which Shell OS and its spinouts can improve for a more successful spinout activity. The first diagnosis led

to the insights that the nominating process of internal projects (1A) and the selection process of spinouts

out of the nominated internal projects (lB) can be improved. The second diagnosis provided the insights

that the speed of transferring internal projects to spinouts (1 C) and creating more realistic outcomes during

spin-out negotiations (1 D) are areas that can be improved for a more successful Shell OS spinout activity.

Recommendation lA: Professionalize nominating procedure of potential spinouts
The fIrSt reconunendation to come to a better assessment procedure of potential spinouts is to further

professionalize the nomination procedure for internal projects that potentially can become a spinout. At

current the nomination is based on opinions and personal commitment of people involved in the internal

project, which leads to a situation in which a spin-out is only realized when there is a convinced internal

project manager and Shell OS is keen to refocus its resources on other internal projects. A way to overcome

this issue is to further formalize the nomination procedure, yet it should not become an overly rigid process.

Best way to organize for creating an environment in which potential spinouts are nominated in a more

structured, professional, yet flexible manner is to include a corporate ve unit already early on in the

nomination procedure (based on ehesbrough 20ma, 20mb; Mason & Rohner, 2002).

Shell OS has a Shell eve unit within arm's length, although at current this eve unit is not intensively

involved with Shell OS. However, the eve unit has significant experience with nominating ventures of

Shell EP (>25 ventures proactively set-up). An issue here is that the eve unit has been spun-out in early

2007, and is now managed on behalf of Shell, a private investment company and a traditional ve, although

Shell still owns over 50% of the fund. However, an advantage is that the eve unit is also partly

experienced with setting-up ventures with Shell OS, as spinout e, E and P are set-up in cooperation with

the eve unit, however the eve unit was not involved in the nomination procedure of these spinouts.

The eve is willing to think about copying a similar structure which it has with Shell EP, as the eve

unit has formalized agreements with Shell EP to proactively look at the current internal R&D output to

proactively nominate and discuss a potential spinout, next to the first right of refusal for internal projects
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that are nominated to be terminated in order to refocus scarce Shell EP resources. Such a structure would

have significant advantages for Shell GS, as this will not only professionalize the nomination procedure of

internal projects to potential spinouts, but will also have the major advantage to potentially speed-up the

whole internal innovation-cycle, as it creates some internal competition when deciding on the future of

internal projects (Chesbrough 2003a, 2003b).

Recommendation IB: Formalize selection process of potential spinouts
The second recommendation to come to a better assessment procedure of potential spinouts is to improve

the selection procedure of potential spinouts, once they are nominated. At current the selection procedure

for potential spinouts at Shell GS is based on a mix of some criteria, some gut-feeling and in some cases an

initial business model. A good way to organize for a more formalized, complete selection procedure is to

use multiple layers of decision criteria that judge on different dimensions every internal project needs to

inherit in order to become a successful spinout.

On the strategic level, it is recommended that strategic decision criteria are translated from the list of ten

strategic reasons to use spinouts for the parent organization, next to the three strategic disadvantages to use

spinouts as presented in chapter two. Criteria on the strategic level can thus - for example - formalize

whether or not Shell GS wants to pursue potentially disruptive technology for its own businesses through

spinouts (as argued for by Burgelman, 2004) or if it is wanted that future spinouts in any case create some

synergies with current Shell GS businesses (as argued for by Iansiti & Levien, 2004).

On the portfolio level, it is recommended that some portfolio criteria are created based on insights in the

scholarly literature on the management of a portfolio. Two insights from Mason & Rohner (2002) are that

spinouts can have synergies with each other (as they can share critical resources, or can complement each

others output) and systematic management of a spinout activity thus require portfolio criteria in this area.

Also portfolio criteria can be created that link back to the budget available for Shell GS to invest in

spinouts. This will link the decision to spin-out or not to spin-out internal projects also to portfolio aspects,

and thus will create a more systematic, less opportunistic approach (Mason & Rohner, 2002)

On the venture level, which is at current the only level at Shell GS for which some criteria exist, it is

recommended that venture decision criteria are translated from the Bell-Mason as presented in chapter two

and brought into practice in chapter three. This covers all aspects that can judge on the probability of

success for an internal project, as it covers the product, market, people and finance dimension. Additional

venture criteria can be derived from the proposed governance structure by translating insights from the 13

step governance model of De Man (2006) towards venture criteria.

The three filters, created by three levels of spinout criteria, an internal project needs to pass to become a

spinout in a more structured and professional spinout selection procedure are depicted in Figure 5.3

StrateQlc em.rla

Venture criterl.

Strategic Filler

Portfolio Filler

Figure 5.3: Strategic, portfolio and venture criteria (Mason & Rohner, 2002)
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Recommendation Ie: Improve speed of transferring internal projects to spinouts
The first recommendation to come to an improved actual transfer of internal projects to spinouts is to

increase the speed of transferring internal projects to spinouts. Although at current not all spinouts have

encountered this issue, it is of great importance that this transfer takes place as quick as possible, since

during the actual transfer the development of the technology and future markets of the internal project is

halted. Two proven ways to increase the speed of transferring internal projects to spinouts are (I) to

exclude agreements in the negotiation phase regarding links that do not gain crucial competitive advantage

(Govindarajan & Trimble, 2005) and (2) standardize best practices of agreements that need to be created

often, such as intellectual property- and secondment agreements (Mason & Rohner, 2002).

Arguments for creating only links with direct competitive advantage for the new spinout are given by

Govindarajan & Trimble (2005) as they state that incremental cost reduction are never sufficient

justification for creating a link to the parent organization. Although this might seem convenient at first

sight, the money saved will not make or break the new spinout, but certainly requires negotiation time, and

will also increase the challenge to successfully forget - which is part of recommendation 2A. A better

alternative is to acquire these functions from a third-party provider of services for new ventures.

Substantiation for standardizing best practices on creating agreements for a spin-out of internal projects

are best reflected in opinions of Mason & Rohner (2002) as they argue that codifying best practices create a

transplantable adaptable framework to consistently guide those in the corporation who are less experienced

in venturing. It can thus be expected that this standardization of spin-out agreements not only helps to

prevent the waste of valuable negotiation-time, but also positively influences the quality of negotiation

outcomes realized for the parent organization and the spinout - which is part of recommendation lB.

Recommendation ID: Ensure realistic outcomes during spin-out negotiations
The second recommendation to come to an improved actual transfer of internal projects to spinouts is to

increasingly ensure realistic outcomes during spin-out negotiations for Shell GS and for the spinout. At

current realistic outcomes are achieved in most past spinouts of Shell GS, although even for the negotiation

outcomes that by hindsight are regarded realistic, the royalty structure and licensing fees were not in favour

of quick growth for the newly created spinout. Two ways to ensure a better balance for the negotiation

outcomes, in order to distribute advantages of realistic negotiation outcomes for all involved parties in the

short- but also in the long-term, are recommended. These are (I) to further standardize agreements that

need to be created often into best practices (Mason & Rohner, 2002), and (2) examine the option of using

growth stimulating transfer prices for services and raw materials the spinouts accesses through Shell GS

(Govindarajan & Trimble, 2005; McElroy, 2003).

Arguments for standardizing negotiation agreements into best practices to be used during the spin-out of

internal projects are already partly given in the previous recommendation, as a successful implementation

of more standardization also leads to an improved transfer time. Furthermore, more realistic outcomes are

also likely as the standardization of agreements will help departments less experienced with spinouts to

achieve a balance of interest for all involved parties (Shell GS, eve unit, spinout) based on successful
I

previous negotiation outcomes for the long-term wellbeing of all involved stakeholders.

Making use of growth stimulating transfer prices in order to ensure more advantages for all involved

parties in the long-term is both very important and very difficult as transfer prices also affect motivation

and emotions (Govindarajan & Trimble, 2005) and Shell GS should certainly feel appreciated for all its

efforts - including the invention of the new technology. Nevertheless does any newly created spinout need

to create credibility with its stakeholders to increase its chances of success, and growth stimulating transfer

prices generate an enormous positive impact to reach profitability, which is an important symbolic

milestone for a new spinout (Govindarajan & Trimble, 2005). Main recommendation is that transfer prices

can best be based relatively low (although not on internal cost level), next to using a royalty structure that
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gradually transfers more financial benefits to Shell GS from the moment that profitability is achieved. How

to best achieve these growth stimulating transfer prices is also difficult, as it is the responsibility of both the

spinout and the parent organization. McElroy (2003) also clearly states that a future spinout obviously can

not demand growth stimulating transfer prices, but can certainly try to obtain these benefits in the

interaction with Shell GS by using the argument that when Shell GS wants to create the highest potential

value in the long-term it should be treated as a strategic investment, not as a profit centre.

5.2.2 Second research question
The diagnosis of issues related to the second research question led to the identification of four areas in

which Shell GS and its spinouts can improve for a more successful spinout activity. The third diagnosis led

to the insights that evolving the exploratory mindset to a commercial focus (2A) and ensuring the selection

of the most appropriate CEO (2B) can be improved. The fourth diagnosis provided the insights that

selecting the most applicable spinouts partners (2C) and ensuring sufficient spinout autonomy in the

governance structure (2D) are areas that can be improved for a more successful Shell GS spinout activity.

Recommendation 2A: Evolve the exploratory mindset to a commercial focus
The first recommendation to come to a better set-up of Shell GS spinouts is to organize more adequately

for evolving the initially needed exploratory mindset to a commercial focus. At current, this is one of the

main problems encountered in the set-up and management phase of Shell GS spinouts. As spinouts at Shell

GS involve new ideas that never have been commercialised before, and as a result target new markets for

which the best business model is not known, it is logical that this is one of the main issues of Shell GS

spinouts. The beginning of a new spinout involves letting things emerge, thinking outside the box and

exploring what you do not know, while a matured successful spinout requires thorough planning, sticking

to your knitting and exploiting what you know (Govindarajan & Trimble, 2005). The middle ground

consists of a gradual transfer from the first set of values towards the second set. This transfer from an

exploratory mindset to a successful commercial focus is called "Code X" by Govindarajan & Trimble

(2005) and consists of three phases: forgelting, borrowing and learning. Shell GS can improve its transfer

to a successful commercial focus through incorporating improvements for each of these phases.

The forgelting challenge of Shell GS spinouts can according to Govindarajan & Trimble (2005) be

improved by making sure the business model of Shell GS is not (un-)consciously transferred to the spinout

and by realizing that a different business model requires different capabilities. Thus, forgetting the

dominant Shell GS focus on exploitation is an important step. The forgetting challenge is in general

successfully realised for Shell GS spinouts, as most spinouts have created creative, risk-tolerant cultures.

Nevertheless will the implementation of recommendation IC, which leads to less incremental value-adding

links with Shell GS lead to even more success with forgetting not-needed Shell GS dominant logic.

The borrowing challenge of Shell GS spinouts can be improved by successfully accessing strategic assets

that are at current not borrowed from Shell GS but can be of key value for the spinout (networks,

credibility) next to the continuation of practices to borrow other assets (technical expertise, legal support).

Spinouts need to borrow these assets because they have to compete with start-ups who do not have the

forgetting challenge, and do not encounter the bureaucracy of a large parent organization (Govindarajan &

Trimble, 2005; McElroy, 2003). The first improvement for more success in the borrowing challenge is to

also borrow informal networks of Shell, which can be created when some members of the spinout can

create or maintain an informal network within Shell. Gaining formal or informal access to networks in

Shell is difficult, but can be arranged by underlining that knowledge will flow both ways (so also from the

spinout to Shell) and by treating Shell employees who are voluntarily create the spinout' Shell network as

heroes (Govindarajan & Trimble, 2005). The second improvement is to borrow more credibility for the new

technology from Shell, which can be achieved when the spinout can tempt Shell to act as a sponsor or

customer of the spinout, but this will be discussed in-depth in recommendation 3A.
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The learning challenge of spinouts is defined by Govindarajan & Trimble (2005) as the ability to

correctly predict business performance, and although this is only an indicator of learning in one area, it is

the key area where learnings are needed for spinouts. This is because as business performance can be

predicted with more accuracy, it allows spinouts to zero in on the current, working business model, and as a

result minimize the time to profitability, lower the risk exposure and thus increase the chances of becoming

a successful spinout. An improvement for Shell GS spinouts to more successful overcome the learning

challenge, which is in general a difficult phase for the spinouts investigated, is to make intensive use of

flexible business plans. At current, these business models are mainly used to serve the purpose of

generating money from shareholders. A flexible business plan, not consisting of more than 20 pages of

relevant strategic content to be shared internally in the spinout (Mason & Rohner, 2002) will lead to a

possible theory on how to best approach the new market with the new technology, which then can be

translated into key performance indicators to be measured, on basis of which over time the business plan

can be further fine-tuned for future predictions, or rejected in favour of another, better business plan. This

is what Govindarajan & Trimble (2005) have described as theory focussed planning which roughly consists

of theorising, measuring and revising, in order to come to more and more accurate business performance

predictions for new business such as spinouts, which allow again to better fine-tune the current business

plan. Also other authors, such as Chesbrough (2003a) and Lord et al. (2002) are in favour of using flexible

business plans for another reason. These authors ague that flexible business plans force the spinout

management to foresee challenges and set realistic future goals, which also positively influences a realistic

commercial focus. Finally can be concluded that the degree of success in the three phases that are needed to

evolve an exploratory mindset to a commercial focus are also related to each other. Overly borrowing Shell

GS assets prevents successful forgetting, and failing to forget - due to any reason - lead to low chances of

successful learning, which in turn leads to a low commercial focus. The forget, borrow and learn phases to

create a commercial focus for the spinout are depicted in Figure 5.4

Idea - .... Business---+- Launch ---+- Growth - .. Profitability
plan

Creativity - :-.. CodeX
.. Efficiency

/ t X
-

Forget Borrow Learn

Figure 5.4: From an exploratory mindset to a commercial focus (Govindarajan & Tnmble, 2005)

Recommendation 2B: Ensure selecting the most appropriate spinout CEO
The second recommendation to come to a better set-up of Shell GS spinouts is to successfully ensure that

during the set-up of the spinout the most appropriate CEO is selected. At current, this is an area in which

the Shell GS spinouts have achieved mixed successes: all spinouts have encountered some difficulties with

selecting the most appropriate CEO. Based on the empirical analysis, there are a few potential

recommendations for Shell GS spinouts to increase their capacity of selecting the most appropriate CEO.

Firstly, the candidate pool for selecting the CEO should be defined very broadly (Khurana, 2001), as for

example done at spinout A after achieving non-satisfying results with the former CEO. The new young

CEO, who successfully managed a turnaround of the spinout and is now leading a profitable company, is

ce11ainly not the type most selection committees would initially consider, but his risk-tolerant, enthusiastic

leadership-style certainly has led the spinout to a strong competitive position, ready for an IPO.
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Secondly, the CEO search committee, consisting of experienced venture managers from different

backgrounds, should create a match between the peculiarities, strengths and future challenges of the

spinout, the exact competencies of any potential CEO, and the competencies already at hand in the team of

the spinoul. Given this triangle of scores that need a match, now each potential CEO can be scored in

context of the spinout, not against each other (Khurana, 200 I). These two recommendations will help the

Shell GS spinouts to more successfully find the most appropriate - not the best-qualified - potential CEO.

Recommendation 2C: Select right mix of value-adding governance partners
The first recommendation to come to an improved governance structure for Shell GS spinouts is to better

ensure that the right type of governance relationship is created with a limited number of governance

partners. There should be noted that governance relationships can be created with Shell GS and external

parties. At CUlTent this is an issue, as the spinouts investigated had some problems with selecting the right

mix of governance partners and creating the right type of relationship with them. Selecting the right amount

of governance partners means critically assessing if a potential new shareholder needs to be invited in the

first place. This can be improved by creating a strategic vision on inviting new shareholders to the spinout,

which is chosen by the CEO of the spinout. Creating the right mix of competences in the governance

structure can be improved when the spinout makes sure that it taps into knowledge of external parties on

governing a spinout (Chesbrough, 2003b; Parhankangas & Arenius, 2003) and if more focus is put on

continuous renegotiation with the shareholders of Shell GS spinouts (De Man, 2006).

Selecting the right amount of governance partners in practice comes down for Shell GS spinouts in not

being tempted to engage in inviting too many shareholders in the governance structure, even though this

can help to access resources for the spinout. Having too many partners in the governance structure will lead

to a lower commercial focus as more stakeholders need to be aligned for changing the strategic direction of

the spinout, and these aligning difficulties can even lead to lower decision-making speed. This can be

improved by not inviting new shareholders into the governance structure of the spinout if the only goal is to

access the resources of the new shareholders, which happened at spinout A; in that case it is better to secure

the resources from a venture service provider, as new shareholders should be selected with the utmost care

(Govindarajan & Trimble, 2005). Furthermore will a future in which spinouts make more use of flexible

business plans (recommendation 2A) and select the most appropriate CEO (recommendation 2B) also help

to achieve a more strategic governance approach, as flexible business plans will help the spinout to strive

for a more proactive, conscious way of deciding its future, and the CEO in the end holds the responsibility

for determining which new shareholders to invite to the spinoul.

Selecting the right mix of value-adding governance partners for Shell GS spinouts can be improved if

Shell GS spinouts make more use of external knowledge on how to govern spinouts through inviting

external VC units (or CVC unit) to co-govern the spinout (Chesbrough 2003b, Parhankangas & Arenius

2003). However, this recommendation is obviously depending on the exact context of the spinout. Issue in

this area - and learnings how to cope with it - are encountered at spinout A and P, in which the governance

structure was severely increased by recruiting governance partners at respectively a VC and CVC unit. This

is in line with quantitative analyses by Chesbrough (2003b) who concludes that having a VC in the board is

positively related with a higher revenue and market value growth. To come to better alignment of partners

in Shell GS spinouts it is furthermore recommended to increase the focus on continuous renegotiation of

agreements with the governance partners (De Man, 2006), but this is at CUlTent achieved with relative

success. This is needed as spinouts operate in dynamic environments, in which business models can change

rapidly. Successful governance of spinouts thus requires intensive mutual adjustment, hence the need for

continuous renegotiation to adapt to changing circumstances (De Man, 2006; Mason & Rohner, 2002).
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Recommendation 2D: Ensure sufficient autonomy in the governance structure
The second recommendation to come to an improved governance structure of Shell GS spinouts is to

better ensure that sufficient autonomy is created by the Shell GS in the governance structure. This is at

current achieved with mixed success as Shell GS is closely governing its spinouts in the first years.

Mandatory policies regarding HR and health, safety and security (HSE) are obliged to use for the new

spinout, which at times has led to a less entrepreneurial culture (Ledbetter & Zipkin, 2002; McElroy, 2003)

or challenges with attracting other governance partners or potential investors (Lord et aI., 2002).

The main recommendation for Shell GS is to let go of some of the overly strict and limiting policies,

which Lord et al. (2003) call overcoming the umbilical cord trap. Putting this recommendation into practise

is also relevant as overly strict governance from the parent organization decreases the ability to successfully

forget the old dominant logic, which results in a lower capability to achieve an own logic and culture for

the spinout and thus hinders the ability to create a commercial focus, which both Shell GS and the spinout

strive for (Govindarajan & Trimble, 2005). The latter effect is also quantitatively verified by Parkhankangas

& Aurelius (2003) and classified as a case of over-embeddedness, which implicates having a dominant

connection to any single party that leads to a reduction of learning from other sources (Uzzi, 1997).

5.2.3 Third research question
The diagnosis of issues related to the third research question led to the identification of two areas in

which Shell GS and its spinouts can improve for a more successful spinout activity. The fifth diagnosis led

to the insights that improving the relationship with Shell as a customer and champion (3A) next to

evolving the exploratory mindset into a commercial focus (3B) are the main areas for improvement. As the

latter point is already covered in the previous section it will not be discussed again for this research

question, although in reality this issue is part of the set-up and management phase.

Recommendation 3A: Improve relationship with Shell as a customer and champion
The main recommendation - next to creating the already discussed successful commercial focus - to

come to an improved management phase of Shell GS spinouts is to improve the relationship between Shell

GS and the spinout in terms of Shell GS acting both as a champion and customer of the spinout and the

technology it commercializes. Formal and informal support by Shell GS as a customer and champion for its

spinouts are at current hardly encountered in the Shell GS spinout-cases investigated. This is due the

practical constraint that Shell GS does not own many assets that can serve as customers, but also due to the

attitude that when internal projects are spun-out, they are not part of the Shell business ecology anymore.

Tempting Shell GS to act as a champion of the spinout and the technology it commercializes is obviously

difficult to achieve when this did not happen naturally by Shell GS managers that felt a connection with the

spinout and its technology. Still there are some guidelines applicable for creating a champion role that Shell

GS can play. Firstly, the spinout can focus its communication on the shared faiths between the two

companies; if the spinout becomes successful than Shell GS also reaps the benefits (McElroy, 2003).

Secondly, the spinout can more strongly reinforce the values that both organizations still share, in order to

generate more goodwill at Shell GS. Thirdly, Shell GS itself can also stimulate sponsorship by examining

the incentives set for its managers, and create incentives that also reward championship of spinouts, as it

benefits Shell as an organization (Govindarajan & Trimble, 2005).

Tempting Shell GS to act as a customer of the spinout and its new technology is also difficult to achieve,

although again guidelines are available to improve this type of relationship between Shell GS and the

spinout. Firstly, the spinout can tempt Shell GS to become a customer by arguing that the credibility

created when the parent organization becomes substantial customer (Govindarajan & Trimble, 2005) of the

spinout will help to more easily attract other customers, which will lead to situation in which profitability is

achieved earlier. Together with the continuous communication of the message that success for the spinout

will lead to success for Shell, this will help to persuade Shell GS to become a customer of the newly
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created spinout. When the spinout is in the first place created to achieve synergies with current Shell GS

businesses (such as spinout A and E) persuading Shell GS to become a customer will be more easy,

however even for spinout A it still was - and for spinout E it still is - a real challenge to successfully win

over Shell GS as a customer. Secondly, the spinout can tempt Shell GS to become its customer by

focussing on the knowledge transfer opportunity for both parties when working together in a business

environment. Much created knowledge on the technology and market by the spinout is incorporated in its

employees and processes, and this tacit knowledge can be successfully shared when actually working

together in a corrunercial relationship (Govindarajan & Trimble, 2005; Nonaka, 1994).

5.3 Justification of the solution
This section will provide a justification of the proposed recorrunendations by reasoning why the

presented solutions will solve the current problems by achieving more successful technology monetization

through spinouts, and give insights in how benefits of the recorrunendations will outweigh the costs.

5.3.1 Impact: solving the research questions
The total of nine solution directions (IA-3B) as presented in the previous section collectively provide an

answer to the research questions. Successfully answering the research questions can be seen as the main

goal of this MSc-thesis, as the research questions are the categorical breakdown of the research assignment

established in the first chapter to cover the encountered empirical problems of Shell GS.

The first set of solution directions (IA-lD) will improve the monetization of technology through

spinouts by improving the selection and transfer dimensions for new spinouts. The second set of solution

directions (2A-2D) will improve the monetization of technology through spinouts by improving the set-up

and governance dimensions for new spinouts. Finally the third set of solution directions (3A-3B) will

improve the monetization of technology through spinouts by improving the management dimension for

new and current spinouts. The recommendations will each create significant positive impact as they target

areas that have been diagnosed as scoring below par in the cross-case analysis, while at the same time

arguments from scholarly literature and empirical data provide the rationale for the expectation to achieve

more profitability for technology commercialised through spinouts if these recommendations are

implemented. The nine solution directions - leading to 18 detailed solutions - are depicted in Figure 5.5

5.3.2 Cost analysis
The cost of implementing the nine solution directions is in general is quite low, as deliberately the

current situation is taken as starting point from which 18 practical improvements are recorrunended, which

jointly - when implemented - still lead to a step change impact for the spinout activity of Shell GS.

Typical low cost solutions (14/18) are: Invite Shell's CVC unit for nominating procedure (1A1), create and

use decision criteria (181), exclude non-crucial negotiation topics (1 C1, 2A 1), create standardization for

often-negotiated topics (1 C2, 1D2), borrow informal networks from Shell as (2A2), make use of flexible

business plans (2A4), consider a broad set of CEO candidates (281), assess CEO candidates in light of the

spinout needs (282), invite only a limited set of governance partners (2CI), use external governance

knowledge (2C2), create more shareholder alignment through continuous renegotiation (2C3) and avoid

enforcing strict mandatory policies (2D1). Detailed solutions (4/18) with some financial consequences for

Shell GS on the short-term are: use growth stimulating transfer prices and royalty structure (1 D1), borrow

credibility by achieving Shell GS customership (2A3), create Shell GS sponsorship by smart

corrununication and setting incentives (3A1) and create Shell GS customership by a focus on

corrununication and mutual knowledge transfer opportunities (3A2). Getting acquainted in working with the

recorrunended improvements also requires resources from the actors for the improvement (either by Shell

GS, spinout, or both), however the implementation costs will be low, as the people involved in the spin-out

activity of Shell GS have already received significant training and education in relevant disciplines.
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Figure 5.5: Overview ofsolution directions and detailed solutions

5.3.2 Feasibility: solving the research questions
To get an indication of the feasibility of the nine solution directions - leading to 18 improvements - the

foreseen sources of resistance can be analysed. The underlying methodology to create the overview of

foreseen resistances can be seen in Appendix C. The first step is to identify the main stakeholders in the

decision to adopt the recommendations and to execute them when they are put into practise. The six main

stakeholders are: the Shell GS R&D community (they provide the IP for the spinout), Shell GS dealmakers,

Shell eve unit, Shell GS executive team (they hold final the responsibility), spinout shareholders and

spinout employees. Subsequently, a feasibility analysis can be created based on based on five sources of

resistance, as identified by Van Aken et al. (2006). These are: (I) lack of understanding; stakeholders do

not admit the problem, or understand the improvement, (2) differences in opinion; stakeholders disagree

with the improvement, (3) low willingness to change; stakeholders prefer to adhere to the current ways of

working, (4) conflict of interest; improvements conflict with other interests of stakeholders, (5) lack of

trust; stakeholders have a low level of trust in their organization, or in any of the other stakeholders. The

feasibility analysis based on the foreseen sources of resistance at stakeholders is presented in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Foreseen resistance to change (0 = some resistance, _ = much resistance)

Source of resistance IAI 181 ICI IC2 101 102 281 282 2CI 2C2 20 2DI 2AI 2A2 2A3 2A4 3AI 3A2
(181) (1BZJ (3Dl' (J84)

Lack of understanding - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - - 0 0 0 - - 0 0 -Differences in opinion 0 - - - - 0 - - - 0 0 0

Low willingness 10 change 0 0 0 0 0

Conflicts of interest 0 0 - 0 - 0 - 0

Lack of trust - - - 0 0

The first row indicates that familiarity of the proposed improvements needs to increase at all stakeholders

by further sharing the underlying rationale of the improvements. This will however be improved with the

release of this report and subsequent presentations. Six improvements (I A I, 2C I, 2C2, 2A2, 2A3, 3A2) are

arguing for the most radical changes, which might not be part of the current logic of the main stakeholders,

and thus require most attention. The second row indicates that most improvements need to overcome some

differences in opinion, which explains why these improvements at current are not already implemented.

Particularly improvements that aim to reduce mandatory policies and links (l CI, 2A 1, 201), argue for a

different spinout governance (2C 1, 2C2), contend the benefits of borrowing informal Shell GS networks

(2A2) and recommend that Shell GS uses stimulating pricing and royalty structures (101) will face most

differences in opinion. The third row points out that only few improvements will face resistance because of

a low willingness to change current practices, which in general is caused as the improvements require more

work from the stakeholders involved. The fourth row indicates that about half of the improvements also

require attention to perceived conflicts of interests. This is especially the case for Shell GS stakeholders, in

particular when improvements argue for lower transfer prices and royalty structures (Shell GS will generate

less value on the short-term, 101), aim to reduce mandatory spinout policies (Shell GS uses these policies

to secure standards, 201) and argue for the benefits of sharing informal networks (Shell GS can perceive

this as a knowledge risk, 2A2). The final row indicates that some improvements can also experience a lack

of trust, which mainly is the case when the recommendations have to be implemented together with an

external organization (l A I, 2C2) or cause risks of unwanted knowledge spillovers to other parties (2A2).

5.3.4 Change plan
Improving the selection (lA-IB) and transfer (IC-lD) dimensions that are part of the first research

question is certainly possible, given the expected impact, costs and resistance for these solutions. All

solutions, except using growth stimulating prices and royalty structures (l0 I) are low in cost and relatively

little resistance is foreseen. Improving the set-lip (2A-2B), governance (2C-20) and management (3A-3B)

dimensions that are topic of the second and third research questions is harder, yet possible given the

expected impact, cost and resistance for these improvements. Again, most solutions are low in cost,

although three solutions also have financial implications as more customership (2A3, 3A2) and sponsorship

(3A 1) is asked of Shell GS. Also signiticant resistance is expected for using a different spinout governance

structure (2CI, 2C2), less use of mandatory spinout policies (2D 1), less use of non-critical links (2AI) and

sharing an informal network between Shell GS and the spinout (2A2), which needs to be overcome. So, in

order to successfully implement the solutions, all identified sources of resistance at the stakeholders need to

be coped with. Best way to cope with a lack of understanding, differences in opinion and low willingness to

change is to use technical interventions, such as further explaining this report. The best way to cope with a

lack of trust is to use cultural interventions, such as fine-tuning the improvements with the involved

stakeholders. Finally, conflicts of interest require political interventions that can be best exercised by

people in formal power, such as the Shell GS executive team or the spinout board (Van Aken., 2006).

Exercising these three types of interventions will lower resistance at the involved stakeholders, and thus

enable a successful implementation of the solutions that improve the spinout activity of Shell GS.
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6 Conclusion and Recommendations

This chapter will finalize this MSc-thesis by drawing conclusions on the encountered issues, proposed

recommendations and observed trends. Furthermore, this chapter will summarize the earlier proposed

recommendations, next to introducing more general recommendations. Finally, this chapter will conclude

by reflecting on the methodology, report outcomes, contributions to scholarly literature and directions for

further research.

6.1 Conclusion
This MSc-thesis describes a study at Shell GS on improving the monetization of their technology through

spinouts. At Shell GS, spinouts have been created in the past, and will be created in the future. This study

answered the research assignment by (I) identifying five areas in which Shell GS can improve its spinouts

activity, and (2) designing nine solution directions - leading to 18 detailed solutions - for the five areas in

order to induce actual improvements of the Shell GS spinout activity.

The empirical analysis, based on a structure derived from combining scholarly literature insights, showed

that there are five main areas for improving are the selection, transfer-, set-up, governance, and

management dimension of Shell GS spinouts. Based on the analysis of the current situation in total nine

solution directions - leading to 18 detailed solutions - are created, which are based on an extensive

literature review, a cross-case analysis of four spinout-cases and insights shared by experienced Shell GS

managers that work with spinouts. The nine solution directions, which each consist of one or more detailed

solutions to improve the Shell GS spinout activity are: Professionalizing the nominating procedure of

potential spinouts (I: selection dimension), formalizing the selection process of spinouts (2: selection

dimension), improving the speed of transferring internal projects (3: transfer dimension), ensuring realistic

outcomes during the spin-out negotiations (4: transfer dimension), evolving the exploratory mindset to a

commercial focus (5: set-up dimension and management dimension), selecting the most appropriate spinout

CEO (6: set-up dimension), selecting the right value-adding governance partners (7: governance

dimension), ensuring sufficient autonomy in the governance structure (8: governance dimension) and

improving the relationship with Shell as a customer and champion (9: management dimension).

In general, the 18 detailed solutions provided require little costs to implement, although there are four

exceptions that require some investments of Shell GS. However, it is expected about half of the solutions

will face significant resistance for at least one of the five sources of resistance. As these resistances are at

current only expectations, at this stage no detailed intervention plans are given, although general guidelines

for interventions to cope with the different types of resistance are presented. Given the expected impact,

costs and foreseen resistance for the detailed solutions it is expected that based on this MSc-thesis Shell GS

can certainly make a significant step forward towards an improved spinout activity in the five areas for

improvement that are identified in this report.

In that sense this MSc-thesis that connects scholarly literature with encountered issues at four Shell GS

spinout-cases to create detailed solutions that have the potential to significantly improve the spinout

activity of Shell GS is a very valuable exercise. This structural gathering of learnings and creation of

solutions for the relevant issues of multiple spinout-cases simply was not done before at Shell GS.

Nevertheless, now it is possible to significantly improve the spinout activity of Shell GS in the near future,

some new and interesting strategic questions come to mind. Should Shell in the future make more use of

spinouts? If this is the case, in exactly which situations spinouts are recommended? And although these

aspects are not part of the original research assignment, still valuable inputs based on the insights gained

during the study of the original research questions can be shared to further energize the strategic discussion
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When addressing the strategic potential of spinouts there cannot be concluded differently than that the

advantages of using spinouts in an improved and strategic manner, which is possible by implementing the

proposed recommendations, argue for a wider use than the limited, reactive way in which spinouts are used

at current at Shell GS. As Davenport et al. (2002) conclude their research, the strategic use of spinouts

certainly can evolve from "spinouts by exception" to "spinouts by occasion" to "spinouts as strategy". The

authors even comment that although this transition involves effort and costs, this strategy is almost self

fulfilling as once structural investments are made in the spinout activity, this will lower the perception that

spinouts are difficult, risky and costly, and thus will foster the strategic use of spinouts even more.

Significant untapped potential also becomes transparent when looked at the ten possible reasons to use

spinouts as identified in chapter two, of which at Shell GS currently only four are considered for creating a

spinout. Using spinouts to achieve key advantages for the total innovation structure such as the possibility

to purse disruptive technologies, to speed-up the whole internal innovation-cycle and to explore potential

future markets will lead to an innovation structure that encompasses a significant competitive advantage,

yet these potential advantages are only opportunities - which are possible by a strategic use of spinouts 

that are currently not utilized.

A final argument to make more use of spinouts in an improved, proactive manner is to structurally use

spinouts to improve the Shell and Shell GS brand image. When a business ecosystem of spinouts

functioning around Shell GS is successfully created and managed, this will not only lead to significant

direct business advantages as the spinouts add value to current Shell businesses, but also lead to indirect

advantages for Shell and Shell GS by increasing the brand image due to creating a stronger relation

between the Shell brand and innovativeness. This can be an extra key advantage to make use of spinouts in

a strategic way, especially as in terms of financial investments structural investments in spinouts require

millions, while Shell and Shell GS aim for business-to-business deals that can involve hundreds of millions

(€). Examples of companies that successfully exploit this opportunity are companies like DSM and Philips

who distinguish themselves as innovative companies in part by drawing attention to the structural use of

spinouts, with whom they keep in close contact. This line of reasoning also applies to Shell and Shell GS.

]n a world with less easy oil, yet rising energy demands and environmental awareness, technology will

become the key differentiator. Proactively using spinouts will lead to more exposure on the innovative

power of Shell and Shell GS, which will produce key benefits for doing business in other areas, next to

increasing the attractiveness of Shell and Shell GS for scarce technical talent around the globe.

To come back on the essence of this MSc-thesis, the most important conclusion of this report is that

based on this MSc-thesis, Shell GS can create its future spinouts with more success, irrelevant if Shell GS

will implement a more strategic approach to spinouts. However, implementing the nine solution directions

will lead to a capability to create successful spinouts that inherits fewer barriers to also structurally create

successful spinouts for strategic reasons. Getting to this "spinouts as strategy" attitude represents enormous

opportunities for Shell GS to significantly improve their innovation structure and brand image. The

relationship between improving the capability to do successful spinouts and the strategic intent strived for

by spinouts works in both directions. When a proactive, strategic approach to spinouts is adopted by Shell

GS, nine solution directions and 18 detailed solutions will become yet more valuable, as in that case it is

even of strategic importance to have in-depth knowledge on how to create successful spinouts.

6.2 Recommendations
This report captures learnings from analysing the spinout actiVIty of Shell GS. For areas in which

improvements are possible, recommendations were drafted based on insights from scholarly literature, case

interviews and empirical data. Next to proposed recommendations to tackle issues in different areas of

Shell GS spinouts, also more general recommendations can be created based on insights gathered during

this study. The following five recommendations are advised for an improved Shell GS spinout activity:
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~ Improve the selection and transfer dimensions of spinol/ts by professionalizing the nominating

procedure of potential spinouts, formalizing the selection process of spinouts, improving the speed

of transferring internal projects and ensuring realistic outcomes during the spin-out negotiations by

implementing the detailed solutions provided for these recommendations.

~ Improve the set-up and governance dimensions of spinouts by evolving the exploratory mindset to a

commercial focus, selecting the most appropriate spinout CEO, selecting the right value-adding

governance partners and ensuring sufficient autonomy in the governance structure by implementing

the detailed solutions provided for these recommendations.

~ Improve the management dimension of spinouts by improving the relationship with Shell as a

customer and champion and by evolving the exploratory mindset to a commercial focus by

implementing the detailed solutions provided for these recommendations.

>- Consider using spinouts for strategic reasons as a "spinouts as strategy" attitude can significantly

improve the total innovation structure and brand image of Shell GS. Achieving this more strategic

use of spinouts is possible as this study has identified the main issues of Shell GS spinouts and

provided solutions in order to efficiently use spinouts to monetize technology.

~ Create a small, but centralized Shell GS knowledge point on spinouts that can help with

implementing the proposed recommendations, and can continuously guide spinouts by sharing

previous experiences. This is irrespective of the decision for a strategic use of spinouts, as it is also

of key importance to improve the spinout activity for current and future - non-strategic - spinouts.

6.3 Reflection
This MSc-thesis strived for a high level of scientific rigor and relevance, as introduced in the first

chapter. Reflecting on methodology used for achieving the outcomes presented in this report can be

concluded that the level of rigor and relevance is successfully achieved through careful use of the

methodology for this exploratory research.

This study on Shell GS spinouts is well grounded in the available scholarly research on spinouts by

building on the literature review introduced in the second chapter for all chapters that gathered empirical

data. Also the exact analytical methods that are used for achieving the outcomes are clearly communicated,

and the reasons for using predominantly case study interviews to produce outcomes are given. Furthermore,

this research created substantial amounts of empirical data through the systematic collection of findings at

four recent spinout-cases of Shell GS. Predominantly for these three reasons can be concluded that this

study achieved a significant amount of scientific rigor (Shrivastava, 1987).

But achieving scientific rigor was not the only target strived for by this report. This MSc-thesis can also

be regarded meaningful as it describes actual strategic problems faced by Shell GS and its spinouts. The

ultimate goal of this study is to propose solutions for these problems as done in chapter five, so that better

results in terms of ROJ are achieved for Shell GS investments in spinouts. The proposed solutions are

described in detail, including guidelines on the foreseen resistance and expected costs, which will help

Shell GS to actually implement the solutions for the different dimensions of its spinouts. Especially due to

the extensive literature review and the cross-case analysis of issues faced by Shell GS spinouts non-obvious

solutions have been created, which are also feasible to implement in terms of costs. For these reasons can

be concluded that this study also achieved a significant amount of practical relevance (Shrivastava, 1987).

Furthermore, by precisely documenting the methodology used, and by reflection on its relevant strengths

and weaknesses in the context of this study, controllability of the research outcomes is created. Also

reliability, partly based on the achieved controllability, is made sure by measures such as standardization of

the empirical analysis and documentation of the interview excerpts. Finally, due a to focus on in-depth

discussions with business experts, creating a diagnosis that uses multiple theoretical perspectives and
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analytically generalising the case data towards more general findings in a cross-case analysis, construct and

internal validity are ensured for the outcomes of this MSc-thesis. Some external validity is also achieved,

for example by introducing a spinout-case assessment methodology, but not for the proposed solutions.

Nevertheless, the outcomes of this MSc-thesis also come with limitations, which should be kept in mind.

Firstly, there should be noted that the individual analyses of spinout-cases in chapter three are useful for

establishing an overview of the issues faced by the spinout, and provide a good starting point for a

discussion, but should not be mistaken for a precise measurement of performance, as only three categories

(positive, neutral or negative) are used to qualify the encountered points. This quantification is created to

give an overview for the reader, and should not be seen as a formal rating or assessment of the spinout.

Secondly, the solutions created on basis of all gathered insights are specific to Shell GS, and - although

they are supported by generic scholarly insights and a cross-case analysis of issues faced at multiple Shell

GS spinout-cases - should not be uniformly transferred to another context, without considering the specific

context for which these solutions are created, such as the type of industry, the reasons for Shell GS to create

spinouts, the type of relationship between SheJl GS and its spinouts and the proximity of a eve unit.

Despite the limitations, this study also produced key insights that contribute to the scholarly Literature on

spinouts. The first main contribution to literature is that the review of scholarly findings on advantages and

disadvantages to use spinouts for a parent organization and spinouts have created a structural understanding

on monetizing technology through spinouts that not has been created before in scholarly literature on

spinouts. The second main contribution to literature is that the categorization of a spinout into a selection,

transfer, set-up, governance and management phase led to the creation an assessment methodology to

analyse spinouts that can be generically applied and easily depicted in a visual format. Such an assessment

model has not been created before in scholarly literature on spinouts. The systematic break down of the

spinout assessment into five dimensions can also be used for the creation of solutions that directly target the

diagnosed shortcomings identified during the spinout assessment, as shown in this report.

Reflection on this study also led to the identification of areas for further research. Firstly, more research

can be conducted on the internal project phase of spinouts, as the characters of internal projects in this

phase before the actual spin-out are likewise to have exploratory value on a spin-out happening, as seen

often at internal projects of Shell GS that had a strongly motivated, charismatic internal project leader.

Secondly, more research can be done on the interesting finding that indirect and longer-term strategic

advantages to use spinouts for technology monetization seem not to be considered by parent organizations

that use an ad-hoc, opportunity driven spinout activity. Thirdly, more research is needed to validate the

insight that less measurable, employee-centred advantages to use spinouts for technology monetization

seem not to be considered by parent organizations that use an ad-hoc, opportunity driven spinout activity.

Fourthly, more research can be done on the insight that at a technology-oriented parent organization the

management of a spinout tends to have a strong focus on the technical product capabilities and the

interrelated technology de-risking strategy, negatively influencing the equally required focus on

commercial aspects regarding the spinout. Fifthly, more research is needed to produce val.idated insights to

exactly what extend spinouts can be used as an alternative to the internal monetization of technology. This

type of strategic-oriented research can build on the insights and conclusions on this topic that are shared in

the conclusion of this report, but need to be further validated in a more descriptive approach. This type of

research would also be of vital importance for Shell GS when spinouts will be used as a strategic vehicle to

monetize technology, as in that case more knowledge is needed to assess the expected benefits and costs of

both paths for a given technology. Finally, additional research can be conducted on the effects between the

structural use of spinouts to monetize technology and the brand image of firms that use this strategy.

Especially on this additional advantage to use spinouts, interesting conclusions are possible, as this topic is

not yet described in current scholarly literature.
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Reflection on the importance of this - and other - research on spinouts as a way to improve the

innovation structure of companies in a broad sense is also possible. Innovation is at the core of economic

vitality and sustainability of our level of wealth. All research aiming to generate insights to create an

improved way to bring technology to the market thus has the potential to improve the quality of our lives.

Successful innovation drives growth, creates jobs, builds wealth and revitalizes organizations. I believe that

this study on improving the innovation structure of Shell GS - despite its focus on practical relevance for a

single organization on one aspect of the innovation structure - will contribute to that higher logic, as every

innovation has the potential to enhance the lives of customers with wonderful new products and services.

Joris Veldhoven

The Hague, June 2008
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Appendices

Appendix A: List of Interviews

Table A.I: Interviews with Shell professionals for problem validation

Name Function

Hans Blom (2x) Shell GS business developer

Willem Manders Shell GS technology incubator

Hans Mes Shell GS spinout board member

Don Mulder Shell GS spinout technology inventor

Hans Wijnbelt Shell GS technical role spinout

Table A.2: Interviews with scholars for problem validation

Name Function

Myriam Cloodt (2x) Scholar TU/e

Ard-Pieter De Man (2x) Scholar UVA

Geert Duysters Scholar TU/e

Wim Vanhaverbeke Scholar TU/e

Table A.3: Interviews for case assessments during empirical analysis

Name Function Spinout

B. ShelI GS Amsterdam senior R&D manager -

G. Shell GS Chester senior R&D manager -

H. Shell GS Houston senior R&D manager -

H. (2x) Shell GS Sulphur business manager -

E. ShelI CVC unit Managing director -

C. Spinout A Technology manager Spinout A

T. (2x) Spinout A CEO Spinout A

R. Spinout C Technology inventor Spinout C

W. Spinout C R&D manager Spinout C

J. Spinout C General manager NL Spinout C

H. Spinout E Board member Spinout E

D. (2x) Spinout E Technology inventor Spinout E

G. Spinout E Business developer Spinout E

S. Spinout E CEO Spinout E

A. Spinout P CTO Spinout P

A. (2x) Spinout P Board member Spinout P

Table A.4: Interviews with Shell professionals for solution design

Name Function
Hans Blom (2x) Shell GS Sulphur business manager

Paul Buijsingh Shell GS Downstream management consultant

Willem Manders Shell GS Technology incubator

Aruna Subramanian (2x) Shell CVC unit Investment principal
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Appendix B: Case Assessment Methodology

This appendix will explain the created overview of the four spinout-cases, in addition to the methodology

given in section 1.5 and 3.2. The overview is clarified with an example that can be seen in Figure B.1.

The internal project phase, or phase -I (as the actual spin-out is coded phase I), is depicted as the highest

block, which shortly describes the most important characteristics of the internal project. All mentioned

findings are explained in more detail in written format under the "internal project" heading of each spinout.

The strategic reason phase, or phase 0 (as the actual spin-out is coded phase I), is depicted as the second

highest block, which depicts all ten possible strategic reasons (see section 2.2). Indicated in green are the

applicable strategic reasons for the spinout-case. The strategic reasons are displayed on two rows, based on

the categorical division (see section 2.5) in two groups of strategic reasons depending on strategic grading.

The spin-out phase, or phase I (as it commences the actual spin-out), is the subsequent phase, and is

connected to the previous phase by an arrow. The block captures the points mentioned in the table under

the "spin-out phase" heading of each spinout. The set-up phase, or phase 2, is the subsequent connected

block consisting of five dimensions, and captures the points mentioned in the table under the "set-up phase"

heading of each spinout. Finally the connected management phase, or phase 3, captures the points

mentioned in the table under the "progress phase" heading of each spinout. This phase is also connected to

the strategic reason phase, as the successes and problems in all operational phases (1,2, 3), determine the if

the parent organization can achieve the underlying initial strategic reasons for the spin-out (see section 2.5).

The numeric scores of phase 1, 2 and 3 are determined by the sum of the recoded positive (+ I), neutral

(0) or negative (-1) findings, divided by the total number of findings. The goal of this numeric scoring is to

get a quick indication of the success of each phase; it is not a (semi-) quantitative analysis. To explain the

scoring procedure: the negotiation phase scored + 1+ 1+0= 2. So, score (2) / total findings (3) == 0.66 -7 0.7.

Governance:
+ Secondment set-up

- :~:~ders

+0.3(3) )
""===~,:7

phase -1:

In/ernel EXAMPLE: Spinout Aprojec/.r -...

- Convinced internal project manager. who also was the technology inventor
Large investments were needed to further develop the technology

- High throughput experimentation market traditionally is a non-Shell GS market

C -0.3 (3)
~;r==,:7

Efficient
Pursue

Speed-up Strategic Explore future Synergies with
disruptive

governance
technologies

innovation cycle coherence markets current activities

Final option for
Stimulate

Experience for
Recruit and

entrepreneurial retain
monetization

culture
management

researchers

Figure B.I: Example ofcase assessment overview
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Appendix C: Sources of Resistance Methodology

This appendix will explain the created overview of the foreseen resistance to change for the 18 detailed

solutions. The overview of foreseen resistance created in section is 5.3 is depicted in Table C.I. The

methodology used to assess the five sources of foreseen resistance to implement the proposed solutions is a

combination of the insights gathered during the spinout-case assessment interviews (Appendix A3), and

additional business expert interviews during the creation of the solutions (Appendix A4), next to using

common logic by translating the sources of resistance into measures, and than scoring the measures on the

proposed solutions and the current situation of the stakeholders at which the solutions are targeted.

The interviews with spinout employees, managers, CEOs and board members identified the position of

the spinout stakeholders on their sensitivities with the proposed solutions, by sharing - at the time of the

interviews - hypothetical solutions that could be considered to cover these issues faced. The additional

interviews with Shell business experts shed light on the stance of Shell GS stakeholders (dealmakers,

executive team, R&D community and the CVC unit) on the detailed solutions, and indicated resistances.

For the foreseen lack of understanding, the assumption was made that for all the recommendations at

least some lack of understanding is applicable, as the solutions created in this study are not yet

communicated to the broad public. Additionally, in interviews with business experts it was found that the

most innovative solutions, created from combining scholarly and empirical insights, required some more

explaining as the lack of understanding for these detailed solutions was higher.

The foreseen differences in opinion regarding the proposed solutions were identified by comparing the

proposed solution with the identified amount of faith in the positive effect of current practices that the

solution would replace. When in the interviews at Shell and the spinout was found that faith in the current

approach was high, the conclusion was drawn that this would lead to significant differences in opinion for

the proposed solution.

For the foreseen low willingness to change the starting point was - based on all interviews - that in

general this level is low, as spinouts often work with highly educated dealmakers, managers, scientists, that

are always looking to improve performance. Thus, as the impact of the proposed solutions can be explained

by vahd reasoning, and only if the current way of workings meant significantly more freedom or joy for the

involved actors, low willingness to change is foreseen.

Foreseen conflicts of interest were identified through interviews with business experts, by asking them if

logically the proposed solutions could lead to any conflicts of interest with the interests of the solution

actors, or any of their main stakeholders.

The foreseen lack of trust for the proposed solutions was identified by discussing with business experts,

if the degree of trust between the actors that are needed to implement the solution is sufficiently high, and if

any other issues (such as knowledge risks) could create a lack of trust to implement the solutions.

Concluding, a limitation of the analysis of the sources of resistance is that to be able to create some insight

in the levels of resistance, for each type of resistance two categories are created. Obviously, in reality the

level of resistance is a continuous scale. As differentiating between more than two categories is not

realistic, yet some differentiation is valuable, a two-level analysis of the sources of resistance is created.

Table C.l: Foreseen resistance to change (0 =some resistance, _ =much resistance)

Source of resistance !AI IBI ICI ICl 101 102 2BI 2B2 2CI 2C2 2C3 2Dl 2AI 2A2 2A3 2A4 3AI 3A2
(3BJ) (382) (383) (38<)

Lack of understanding - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • - 0 0 0 - - 0 0 -Differences in opinion 0 - - - - 0 - - - 0 0 0

Low willingness to change 0 0 0 0 0

Conflicts of interest 0 0 - 0 - 0 - 0

Lack of trust - - - 0 0
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